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Principal component analysis (PCA) is a dimensionality reduction tool which
captures the features of data set in low dimensional subspace. Traditional PCA
uses L2-PCA and has much desired orthogonality properties, but is sensitive to
outliers. PCA using L1 norm has been proposed as an alternative to counter the
effect of outliers. The R environment for statistical computing already provides
L2-PCA function prcomp(), but there are not many options for L1 norm PCA
methods. The goal of the research was to create one R package with different
options of PCA methods using L1 norm. So, we choose three different L1-PCA
algorithms: PCA-L1 proposed by Kwak [10], L1-PCA∗ by Brooks et. al. [1],
and L1-PCA by Ke and Kanade [9]; to create a package pcaL1 in R, interfacing
with C implementation of these algorithms. An open source software for solving
linear problems, CLP, is used to solve the optimization problems for L1-PCA∗
and L1-PCA. We use this package on human microbiome data to investigate
the relationship between people based on colonizing bacteria.
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Principal component analysis (PCA) [8], popular dimensionality reduction tool,
transforms the data to a smaller set of variables which are linear combination of
the original variable while retaining as much information as possible. It allows
for interpretation and better understanding of the different sources of variation.
So, naturally the goal of PCA is to find a set of directions that maximizes the
variance of the given data. These directions constitute a low-dimensional linear
subspace by which the data structure in original input space can be effectively
captured. PCA is often the initial data analysis tool, followed by cluster analysis,
discriminate analysis or other multivariate techniques.
The classical PCA finds the first component with the largest variance of
projected observations. The second component is orthogonal to the first and
maximizes the variance of data points projected on it. Proceeding in the similar
manner, we find q principal components explaining most of the variation in the
data with q  m, where m is the number of actual components (attributes).
Consider data matrix X ∈ <n×m where xi ∈ <m, i = 1, . . . , n is a data
vector. Each column of rotation matrix Vq = [v1, . . . , vq], q ≤ m is a vector
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of principal components loadings that define the first q principal components.
The first principal component is given by vT1 x, second by v
T
2 x, and so on. The
q PC loadings vectors are the orthogonal vectors that define a new coordinate
system for the data. The PC loading vectors v1, . . . , vq are the eigenvectors of
Σ, a covariance matrix of X, corresponding to the q largest eigenvalues. That
is, the eigenvalue λi associated with PC loading vi is the variance of the data
along vi.
For an observation xi, the principal component score is V
T
q xi and is the
point projected into the space of the PC loadings. The reconstruction xi is
VqV
T
q xi and is the projected point in terms of the original coordinates.
The conventional PCA decides on a set of basis vectors that define a linear
subspace so that the sum of Euclidean distances of points to their projection
is minimized. To find a q-dimension subspace, L2-PCA minimizes the error
function:


















A Singular Value Decomposition is often used as an interchangeable
term with PCA since it helps in obtaining PCs efficiently. The singular value
decomposition of a matrix X is given by
Xn×d = Un×nΛn×dV Td×d
where U is a matrix of right eigenvectors, V is a matrix of left eigenvectors and
Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The PCA transformation becomes
Y T = XTV = UΛT
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The first column of Y T has the scores with respect to first principal component
(PC), the second column has the scores with respect to the second PC and so
on. In order to reduce dimensions, we can project X down by using only first q
singular vectors.
The importance of SVD for PCA is thus twofold. First, it is a computa-
tionally efficient method of actually finding PCs. Second, V gives us the scaled
version of PC scores.
Though useful in many problems, L2-PCA has been known to be sensitive
to outliers which is evident from the fact that large norm of an outlier magnifies
its effect proportionally. Much research has been done in this respect([1],[10],
[9], [3]) and has led to PCA methods based on L1-norm, which though not
rotationally invariant, has robust properties. In 1.1, we replace the L2-norm
by L1 to define the problem as:

















where ‖ . ‖1 denotes the L1-norm.
As an optimization problem, Principal component analysis methods can
be viewed in these different ways:
• Find successive directions of maximum variation
• Find successive directions of minimum variation
• Find the best-fit subspace
Additionally, PCA can be viewed as a problem of finding robust estimate
of covariance matrix, the eigenvectors of which are principal components.
All of these approaches return same results i.e. same subspace when using
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L2 norm. Since L2 norm is sensitive to outliers, L1 norm has been used
as an alternative in all of these approaches to propose “robust” methods
for PCA. The results for PCA methods using L1 norm are different for
each approach as L1 norm is not rotationally invariant. We take a look at
various methods for PCA which use L1 norm in next sections.
1.1 PCA with successive directions of maximum
variation
This is the traditional definition of PCA, one which finds the directions of max-
imum variation. Using optimization, we can write the problem as
max
α1
V ar(αT1 x) = α
T
1 Σα1
s.t. αT1 α1 = 1
(1.3)




V ar(αT2 x) = α
T
2 Σα2
s.t. αT2 α2 = 1
uT1 α2 = 0
(1.4)
Similarly for the third PC and so on.
Choulakian et. al.[3] , [4] uses this approach in centroid method and projec-
tion pursuit in order to obtain a robust PCA method. In “projection pursuit”
a robust dispersion estimate, instead of variance, is used to find the directions
with maximum or minimum variability. They further robustify the method by
replacing variance with S-biweight dispersion. They also imbed “extended
simple structure” into a family of robust discrete PCA models. The robust
9
centroid method handles missing data by using weight for each cell, notifying
whether the element is missing or not. An R Package pcaPP, implementing
the projection pursuit PCA, is available at http://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/pcaPP/index.html.
Rousseeuw [14] uses idea of repeated median regression in using Least Me-




where θˆj = medi1
(· · · (medip−1 (medipθj (i1, . . . , ip)))) and has a breakdown
point of 50% . The disadvantage of LMS method lies in its lack of efficiency
because of its n−1/3 convergence. The author suggests various alternatives as a
remedy for this problem like combining LMS and one-step M estimator methods.
Kwak [10] modifies the idea of finding directions of maximum variation to
maximizing the L1 dispersion using the L1-norm in the feature space as follow-
ing:
U∗ = arg max
U










subject to UTU = Iq
(1.5)
Since the maximization is done on the feature space, the solution to 1.5 is
invariant to rotations and since L1-norm is used, the results are more robust to
outliers. The author further proposes an algorithm to approximate the idea of
PCA-L1 from 1.5. The positive point of proposed algorithm is that number
of iterations taken to find the best feature space is dependent on the number
of samples n, not on the dimension m. That is, the data with large number of
dimensions can use PCA-L1 without making it computationally intensive. The
only downside of the algorithm is that it finds a local maximum solution which
on the initialization vector.
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We implement Kwak’s PCA-L1 in C and add it in R Package pcaL1. The
further discussion on implementation of PCA-L1 can be found in section R
Package : pcaL1.
1.2 PCA with successive directions of minimum
variation
The exact reverse of PCA with successive directions of maximum variation is to
find the directions with minimum variation. Using optimization, the problem







s.t. V Tq′ Vq′ = I whereVq′ ∈ <m×q
(1.6)
The optimal solution here is Uq′ , a matrix of last q columns of U .
Brooks et. al. [1] propose a method called L1 − PCA∗ which searches for
globally optimal best-fit hyperplanes, which minimize the sum of L1 distances
of points to their projections. The method is based on the idea that m L1 linear
regressions, where each variable becomes independent variable by turn and the
regression hyperplane is selected on the basis of smallest total error, can find
a best-fit hyperplane. A theorem is proposed using linear programming [15]




‖ xi − V αi ‖1⇔ min ‖ XT − V UT ‖1
where X ∈ <n×m;U ∈ <n×(m−1);V ∈ <m×(m−1)
(1.7)
m of such regressions problems are solved to obtain the globally optimal
hyperplane. An algorithm is proposed based on 1.7, which finds an L1 best-
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fit m − 1 dimensional subspace for m -dimensional data. We implement this
algorithm in our R package. Details on implementation and further discussion
can be found in R Package : pcaL1.
1.3 PCA using subspace fitting
For a data matrix X of size n ×m, subspace estimation is achieved by matrix
factorization:
Xn×m = Un×qV Tm×q
The q columns of V are the basis of linear subspace.
The problem of subspace estimation, using optimization, is viewed as a min-
imization problem of the sum of squared distances of points to their projections





‖ xi − Vq(V Tq xi) ‖22
s.t. V Tq Vq = I {x ∈ <d | V x = 0}
The optimal solution here is Vq.
Ke and Kanade [9] propose a robust PCA method based on the Iteratively
Re-weighted Least Squares (IRLS) with subspace estimation using L1 norm.
They use alternate convex programs, to formulate the robust L1 norm matrix
factorization, which can be solved efficiently by linear programming. For a given
X data matrix, the L1 norm minimization obtained by using MLE is given by
EL(V,U) = min ‖ XT − V UT ‖1
The cost function in above equation is minimized alternatively over V and U to
optimize one argument while keeping the other fixed, hence the name alternative
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convex programming.The optimization problem can be written as:
U (t) = arg min
U
‖ XT − V (t−1)UT ‖L1 (1.8)
V (t) = arg min
V
‖ XT − V U (t)T ‖L1 (1.9)
The cost function of 1.8 can be broken into n independent small sub-
problems given by:
uj = arg min
u
‖ V (t−1)u− xj ‖1 (1.10)
We implement L1-PCA in our R Package. Further discussion about the
algorithm and implementation of L1-PCA can be found in R Package: pcaL1.
Maronna [12] extends the idea of “projection pursuit”, proposed by Choulakian
[3], for a robust PCA which searches for low-dimensional fit directly instead of
one component at a time. An algorithm is proposed, using this concept, to find
a q -dimensional linear subspace that “optimally fits” data along the directions
of minimized M-scale estimates or “trimmed squares” scale. The algorithm finds
local minimum iteratively, and a random search is used to find the global mini-
mum. Maronna and Yohai [13] extend this idea further to robust estimates for
X with both elementwise and row-wise contamination. A contamination can be
defined as the probability pi = 1− (1− ε) that a row contains at least a “bad”
contamination where ε is the probability with which each element is altered at
random. The estimates provided by this article can be computed rapidly when
number of attributes, m, is large and can also handle missing data very well.
Using MM estimation [16], the robust linear regression estimates are obtained.
The residuals of these estimates are used to compute a robust error scale and
the final M estimate is computed iteratively using the initial one as a starting
point.
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1.4 Finding robust estimate of covariance ma-
trix to get principal components
For multivariate data, a covariance matrix helps in finding the atypical obser-
vation in terms of relation of one variable to another.The solution for the PCA
of usual covariance matrix Σ is given by an eigen analysis of Σ. Campbell [2]
modifies the analysis by replacing Σ by a robust estimator, M-estimator [11],
which gives full weight to observations assumed to come from the main body of
the data and downweighs the influence of observations with unduly large Ma-
halanobis distances. An observation is weighted according to its total distance
dm, calculated using Mahalanobis distance,from the robust estimate of loca-
tion. The components of this distance along each eigenvector may lead to an
incorrectly downweighted observation which has a large component along one
direction and small components along others. So, M-estimators for mean and
variance are used to find the principal components with minimum influence of
atypical observations.
Another application of replacing covariance matrix has been proposed by
Galpin and Hawkins [7]. Conventionally, PCA is applied to an estimate of Σ
to yield estimates (λˆi, µˆi) of the variance and direction cosines of the popula-
tion principal components, respectively. Galpin and Hawkins [7] use the idea
in opposite direction, i.e. estimates of λi and µi are used to obtain estimates
of Σ. Variety of techniques are used to determine eigenvectors and eigenvalues;
the estimates for eigenvectors are obtained by using QP techniques (Q) or LP
techniques (L), and the eigenvalue estimates are determined by directly using
the minimum spread (M) or by a scale measure of the projections(P). To find
case weights (W), the Mahalanobis distance is used with robust covariance ma-
trix estimate and robust location estimate. All the combinations of techniques
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for finding estimates for eigenvalues and eigenvectors are applied on different
datasets.The two-fold goal of the method is to provide ‘best’ covariance matrix
estimate and to identify outliers. The ‘best’ covariance estimates are given by
Σ˜LP , Σ˜LPW , Σ˜QP and Σ˜QPW and outliers were identified by Σ˜LPW and Σ˜QPW .
Three algorithms, PCA-L1 [10], L1-PCA∗ [1] and L1-PCA [9], each from a
different type of method for PCA are chosen.We implement these algorithms
in C and then using C interface for R, we create an R package called pcaL1.In
chapter 2, we discuss the linear program solver CLP and the details of R Package
pcaL1 with each algorithm implementation as a section. The last section of chap




As discussed in the previous section, a variety of views have been proposed for
PCA, but still there is no one software available which compiles all the different
ideas for PCA. As mentioned earlier in section 1.1, “projection pursuit” by
Choulakian [3] is the only available L1-norm PCA method in R. So, we write
an R Package which implements three different algorithms in one package. The
first algorithm implemented is PCA-L1, proposed by Kwak [10], which finds
successive directions of maximum variation. Second is L1 − PCA∗, proposed
by Brooks, Dula´ and Boone [1], which finds successive directions of minimum
variation. And lastly we implement L1-PCA, proposed by Ke and Kanade [9],
which uses subspace estimation to solve PCA. The R package that implements
these three PCA techniques is called pcaL1.
Since memory management is difficult in R, we implement our set of al-
gorithms in C and then interface C code with R. The C code in turn uses
CLP- a free LP solver-to solve LP’s formulated in 1.5, 1.6 , 1.8 and 1.9.
CLP is written in C++ and makes use of inheritance properties of OOP exten-
sively. We use a C wrapper for these C++ classes of CLP for all the functions
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needed to solve the above mentioned LPs like Clp loadProblem, Clp optimize,
and Clp getColSolution. A reference for the functions in CLP can be found at
http://www.coin-or.org/Doxygen/Clp/index.html.
A manual is available online for “Writing R Extensions”, at cran.r-project.
org/doc/manuals/R-exts.html, to provide guidelines for the R package. A
typical R package should have a DESCRIPTION file and three folders, namely
src, R and man. A src/ folder contains the source code in C ( or C++ or For-
tran), an R/ folder contains R code interfacing with the source code in src/ and
man/ has the documentation files for the function defined in R/. Optionally,
an R package can have a data and an examples folder as well. Figure 2.1 shows
the structure of our package pcaL1
Figure 2.1: Directory structure of an R package
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A general set of rules/instruction apply on implementation of each algorithm.
In R, .C interface is used to call the function from C code. This interface allows
passing only pointers to the C code. A table is given in R implementation
section of each code, which gives the parameters passed to C. In C, a “type.h”
file is shared among all the algorithms as this file contains the initialization of
structures used for solving the problem for our package. The following three
structures are defined:
1. entityinfo: initializes the structure for the data matrix and it’s dimensions.
2. solverinfo: defines the CLP models for the problem.
3. probleminfo: initializes the variables for solving the problem like interme-
diate matrices for storing the scores, transformed points etc.
Proportion of L1 dispersion explained is used as an equivalent to proportion
of variance explained, since all the methods in pcaL1 are minimizing the L1
error function. The formula for calculating the proportion of dispersion Brooks
in the k-dimensional best-fit hyperplane is given by:
∑n
i=1 | xkij − x˜kj |∑m
j=1
∑n
i=1 | xij − x˜j |
In R code, we take the absolute sum of scores of each attribute and divide it
with total L1 dispersion.
We will discuss each algorithm, it’s implementation and it’s usage in R in-
dividually.
2.1 PCA-L1
The algorithm for PCA-L1, proposed by Kwak [10], finds the projection vector u
that maximizes the L1 objective function in eq.1.5. Kwak [10] also gives greedy
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search algorithm to find arbitrary principal components by applying PCA-L1
to the remainder of projected samples. This algorithm for extracting multiple
features is given next.
Algorithm 1 Kwak’s PCA-L1 for Multiple PCs
Given a data matrixX ∈ <n×m.
1: Set v0 = 0, X
0 = X.
2: for (j = 1;j ≤ q; j + +) do
3: Set Xj = Xj−1 − vj−1(vTj−1Xj−1).
4: Initialization: Set v(0) = arg maxxi ‖ xi ‖2 . Set v(0) ← v(0)/ ‖ v(0) ‖2
and t = 0.
5: Polarity Check: For i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , if vT(t)xi < 0, pi(t) = −1, otherwise
pi(t) = 1.
6: Flipping and Maximization: Set t = t+ 1 and v(t) =
∑n
i=1 pi(t−1)xi. Set
v(t)← v(t)/ ‖ v(t) ‖2.
7: Convergence Check:
8: if v(t) 6= v(t− 1) then
9: Go to Polarity Check.
10: else
11: if There exists i such that vT (t)xi = 0 then
12: Set v(t) ← (v(t) +4v)/ ‖ v(t) +4v ‖2 and go to Polarity Check.
Here, 4v is small non-zero random vector.
13: end if
14: else
Set vj ← v(t) and stop.
15: end if
16: end for
2.1.1 Implementation in C
pcal1, function for PCA-L1 in R, calls PcaL1 R using .C interface. Table 2.1
shows the parameters passed through C interface to the compiler. The PcaL1 R
function then calls allocateMemoryPcaL1 , which allocates the memory for data
matrix, for intermediate matrices for storage of results, and for result matrix of
principal components. After allocation of memory solvePcaL1 is called, which
implements the PCA-L1 algorithm given in Alg. 1.
To implement PCA-L1, solvePcaL1 first calculates the Xj for the j-th prin-
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points a pointer array for the data matrix.
dataDim a pointer array for passing the dimensions of
data matrix.
q number of dimensions to project data into.
PCs pointer array for returning the principal com-
ponents.
Table 2.1: Parameters passed to C by pcal1
X data: in form of table or a matrix.
projDim number of dimensions to project into, default
is 1
center whether to center the data using Median, de-
fault is false
score if TRUE returns the Scores matrix, default is
FALSE.
dispersionExp if TRUE returns the proportion of L1 disper-
sion explained, default is FALSE.
Table 2.2: Arguments in R function pcal1
cipal component. Then a vector is initialized based on the point with the largest
norm, which is followed by steps of polarity check and checking for convergence
by calling polarityChk and ChkConvergence function respectively, until the LP
converges. A flowchart is given in Fig. 2.2 to show the execution of code.
2.1.2 R code and usage
R function pcal1 calls the C code using .C interface. Table 2.2 shows the argu-
ments user needs to give to the R function.
Kwak [10] gives a toy problem with outlier to show the implementation of
PCA-L1. We use the same data to check for success of our implementation.
The data matrix X consists of 11 data points in 2D:
X =
 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 10 0 1 2 3 4
−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5

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Figure 2.2: Flow Chart for PCA-L1
So, using pcal1 function of R package pcaL1, we get the following result:







PC obtained from pcal1 matches exactly with the result given in Kwak [10]
of [0.8, 0.6]T . Brooks et. al. [1] propose an algorithm for L1-PCA
∗, which
searches for a globally fit hyperplane using k regressions. For each k, the kth
variable is fixed as dependent variable and rest of the attributes are used as
independent variables to solve the regression.A hyperplane is generated by each
of the k regressions and the one with the smallest total error is globally optimal.
The LP formulation for finding best fit hyperplane using L1 regressions is given
below:
















i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , .
(2.1)
where Rj∗(X) has the vector β which has the coefficient of best-fit hyper-
plane β∗. The algorithm for L1-PCA∗ is given next:
Algorithm 2 L1-PCA∗: Brooks, Dula´ and Boone
Given a data matrix X ∈ Rn×m with full column
rank.
1: Set Xm = X; set V m+1 = I; set (Ij
∗
)m+1 = I.
2: for (k = m; k > 1; k = k − 1) do
3: Set j∗ = minj Rj(Xk) and βk = β∗according to Theorem in [1].
4: SET Zk = (Xk)((Ij
∗
)k)T .
5: Calculate the SVD of Zk, Zk = UΛV T , and set V k to be equal to the
k − 1 columns of V corresponding to the largest values in the diagonal
matrix Λ.






7: Set Xk−1 = ZkV k.
8: end for





points a pointer array of data points.
dataDim dimension of the data matrix.
q number of dimensions to project into.
getScores return Scores matrix if TRUE. Default is
FALSE.
getProjPoints return matrix of Projected Points if TRUE.
Default is FALSE.
PCs a pointer array to return principal compo-
nents.
Scores a pointer array for returning Scores matrix if
getScores is TRUE.
projpoints a pointer array to return projected points if
getProjPoints is TRUE.
Table 2.3: Parameters passed to C by l1pcastar
2.2.1 Implementation in C
R function for L1-PCA∗ calls the l1pcaStar function using .C interface. Table
2.3 shows the parameters passed by .C interface to C compiler. The l1pcaStar
function first allocates the memory using allocateMemory function, and then
calls solveproblem in order to obtain PC’s using L1-PCA∗.
The solveproblem function then sets up the CLP model for the problem using
setupClp and this model is then used to solve k regressions, as proposed in the
algorithm. The solveproblem function then loops between loading up all the
matrices, changing their bounds to create a response, optimizing the loaded
problem to get objective value and then storing coefficients of regression to
calculate the projected points later. A flow chart for the function in l1pcaStar
is given in Fig. 2.3.
2.2.2 R code and usage
As mentioned earlier, .C function of R is used to interface with C code for the
algorithm. R function passes the following parameters to the C compiler:
To check if the algorithm has been implemented successfully, we run the
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Figure 2.3: Flow Chart for L1-PCA∗
X Data, in form of matrix or table.
projDim no. of dimensions to project into, default is 1.
center centers the data using median is TRUE, de-
fault is FALSE.
getScore if TRUE returns scores matrix, default is
FALSE.
getProjPoints True if want projected points, default is
FALSE.
dispersionExp returns L1 dispersion explained for each PC if
TRUE, default is FALSE.
Table 2.4: Arguments in R function l1pcastar
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code on toy problem given in Brooks et. al. [1]. The three dimensional data
matrix is given below:
(X3)T =

−1.17 0.53 −1.02 1.12 2.08 −1.61 1.17 2.00 3.00 3.00
1.20 0.24 0.40 1.36 −1.82 0.53 −1.52 −1.03 −2.00 3.00
−0.30 −1.00 1.11 −1.69 −0.76 0.99 0.71 −1.44 −1.00 3.00
 .
The results of l1pcastar agree with results of toy problem implemented with
CPLEX (another optimization solver) in Brooks et. al. [1]. The result from
l1pcastar is shown below:






L1-PCA is proposed by Ke and Kanade [9] which uses alternative convex min-
imization, a scheme that minimizes the cost function alternatively over U or
V , each time optimizing one argument while keeping the other one fixed. Ke
and Kanade [9] suggest the decomposition of eq.1.8 into n independent small
subproblems in order to optimize ui , where ui is the i-th column of U
T . The
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decomposed optimization problem can be written as:
for t = 1, . . . , convergence :




s.t.− δ ≤ V (t−1)ui − xi ≤ δ
(2.2)
The formulation of LP for finding rotation matrix V is given below:















Since the algorithm proposed is iterative, Ke and Kanade [9] suggest random
initialization of V in the beginning but to give it a good start, we use solution
of L2-PCA in R to get V which is then send to L1-PCA as initialized V . The
cost function converges when the difference of parameters between iterations is
small enough.
Algorithm 3 L1-PCA : Ke and Kanade
1: Initialization: V 0,Σ0 = I.
2: for t = 1, . . . , convergence do
3: U (t) = arg min
U
‖ XT − V (t−1)Σ(t−1)UT ‖L1 .
4: V (t) = arg minV ‖ XT − V Σ(t−1)U (t)T ‖L1 .
5: Normalize V
6: end for
7: Output: V ← V Σ1/2, U ← UΣ1/2
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points a pointer array for data matrix
dataDim dimension of data matrix
q number of dimensions to project into
tolerance user-defined tolerance for the convergence.
Default is .001.
iterations user-defined number of iterations before re-
turning the result. Default is 10.
initV a pointer array for initial V (result of L2-
PCA).
getScores whether to calculate scores or not. Default is
FALSE.
PCs an array of pointers to return PCs.
Scores a pointer array for returning Scores.
Table 2.5: Parameters passed to C by l1pca
2.3.1 Implementation in C
R function for L1-PCA,l1pca, interfaces with C by calling the function l1pca
from C code. R passes a set of parameters to the function through .C interface,
which are given in table 2.5.
V is initialized in R as the rotation matrix from solution of L2-PCA and
is send to C using .C interface. Memory is allocated for by allocateMemory2
function on call by l1Pca. Then solveL1Pca is run to implement the algorithm
shown in Alg 3. First of all, CLP model is set up for U and V, functions
solveforU and solveforV are called iteratively until the results converge. The
columns of U are returned as scores and columns of V as principal components.
A flow chart is shown in Fig.2.4 to depict the steps of C code.
2.3.2 R code and usage
R function, l1pca, is the function user calls to get principal components from
L1-PCA algorithm (Alg 3) while using pcaL1 package. User gives the arguments
shown in table 2.6 to function.
The results of l1pca function from R package pcaL1 for toy problem from
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Figure 2.4: Flow chart for L1-PCA
Kwak [10] returns PC of {0.7808, 0.6247}, which is very close to the expected
result, with 73% of L1 dispersion explained. Also for toy problem in Brooks et.
al. [1], the results of l1pca are in compliance with the results of l1pcastar.
2.4 Complexity
The complexity of PCA-L1 is O(nm)×nit, where nit is the number of iterations.
From the Flipping and Maximization step in pseudo code 1, it can be noticed
that once the polarity of a point has been changed, it will not revert back. So,
the number of iterations is bounded by number of points and the complexity
for PCA-L1 becomes O(n2m) in worst case scenario.
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X data (in form of table or matrix)
projdim dimensions to project into
center centers the data using median if TRUE, de-
fault is FALSE
tolerance where to converge. Default is 0.0001.
iterations number of iterations to go before result. De-
fault is 10.
getScore returns score matrix if TRUE. Default is
FALSE.
getProjPoints returns matrix of projected points if TRUE.
Default is FALSE.
dispersionExp a vector with L1 dispersion explained by each
PC is returned if TRUE, default is FALSE.
Table 2.6: Arguments in R function l1pca
The complexity of L1-PCA∗ is O(m2)×O(LP ), where LP is the complexity
of linear program. From Chva´tal [5], the complexity of an LP is approximated
as O(c log v), where c is the number of constraints in LP and v is the number of
variables.So, from eq. (2.1) for k L1 regression, which are LP with n constraints
and 2n+k variables, for each dimension, the complexity for L1-PCA∗ algorithm









. We can see that algorithm L1-PCA∗ can be favored
over PCA-L1 when n, number of entities, is large.
The complexity of linear programs in algorithm of L1-PCA can be obtained
using Chva´tal [5] again. In n LPs of eq.2.2, there are qm number of variables
and 2m constraints and in LP of 2.3, we have 2nm + mq variables and nm







, where nit is the number of iterations. The complexity,
after algebraic reduction, can be approximated by O
([





. If the nit, number of iterations, is equal to m then L1-PCA performs
better than L1-PCA∗ in terms of complexity, and if nit is equal to n then L1-
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PCA takes lesser time than PCA-L1.
2.5 Microbiome Data Example
We demonstrate the usage of R package : pcaL1 on “Micorbiome data”. A
496× 34 in size, has bacteria profile of subjects (in this case humans) i.e. each
bar in figure 2.5 shows the percentage of different bacteria in each subject’s
sample. The colors of different bacterias has been manually identified to analyze
these colored clusters for relationships amongst them. All of the methods in R
package are used on this data and the results are plotted, with the help of rgl
[6] (an R Package for 3d plots), and discussed to show the different results from
different L1-PCA algorithms.
The samples of bacteria are collected at different clinics and is sent to mi-
crobiology lab from there to look for the bacterias under study. The results
from the lab then undergo DNA sequencing to associate DNA of various bacte-
ria. At this point, each subject has about 20-30,000 DNA sequences associated
with him/her. These sequences are put in percentage form after identifying the
bacteria and the data is set up for analysis. A pictorial representation of data
collection is shown in Fig 2.6.
The first column of data is manually identified labels, so we put the values
of this label in a separate vector which are used later to color code the points





The code for calling pcaL1 functions and results on R are shown below:
R> mykwak <- pcal1(mypcadata,projDim=3,score=TRUE, var=TRUE)
R> mykwak$PCs
[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,] 0.2456316461 -4.122662e-01 -0.420780990
[2,] 0.6922667374 4.532892e-01 0.474504660
[3,] 0.4868120050 2.043177e-01 -0.656833206
[4,] 0.4235189959 -7.595785e-01 0.324092902
[5,] 0.1096279853 4.394477e-03 -0.153313731




[27,] 0.0029555109 1.570871e-03 -0.002690254
[28,] 0.0022701248 1.753319e-03 -0.002962853
[29,] 0.0020519217 1.475746e-03 -0.001779449
[30,] 0.0018875863 1.538587e-03 -0.002830030
[31,] 0.0017154425 7.478593e-05 -0.002334359
[32,] 0.0008679204 6.843594e-04 -0.001272212
[33,] 0.0949796432 -1.513827e-02 -0.078562795
R> mykwak$PropL1Dispersion
[1] 0.3442172 0.3095441 0.3030566





[1,] -0.0071982563 1.015766e-01 -6.641151e-01
[2,] 0.0012351239 9.894476e-01 1.319859e-01
[3,] 0.0080964628 -8.959534e-02 7.217552e-01
[4,] -0.9969178902 8.043031e-05 1.901229e-02
[5,] -0.0488186528 -2.574058e-03 -4.499122e-02
[6,] -0.0407661533 9.624811e-04 -9.847082e-02
[7,] 0.0076607688 3.075361e-02 3.672275e-02




[28,] 0.0006744257 1.307122e-04 5.791225e-04
[29,] 0.0003653182 3.169510e-04 -5.010227e-04
[30,] 0.0066456248 3.086885e-03 1.011392e-02
[31,] 0.0000918366 6.337891e-04 -1.065300e-03
[32,] -0.0002221122 -1.676717e-04 5.908053e-06
[33,] -0.0137127842 -9.519876e-03 9.274510e-04
R> myl1pcastar$PropL1Dispersion
[1] 0.3721951 0.3509983 0.2396433





[1,] -7.962093e-01 8.139833e-06 2.229826e-02
[2,] 9.441704e-04 6.046040e-01 0.000000e+00
[3,] 8.466538e-04 1.230737e-03 5.538430e-05
[4,] 2.439095e-06 -1.136296e-05 0.000000e+00
[5,] 3.320618e-05 1.125490e-04 1.966058e-05
[6,] 1.121303e-04 -1.301779e-03 0.000000e+00
[7,] 0.000000e+00 3.903256e-05 9.863718e-06




[28,] 6.322365e-03 1.239196e-03 0.000000e+00
[29,] 0.000000e+00 2.845630e-04 9.739368e-04
[30,] -1.007259e-05 5.641093e-06 0.000000e+00
[31,] 3.271044e-05 0.000000e+00 3.977633e-04
[32,] 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00
[33,] 0.000000e+00 7.957306e-05 2.937403e-03
> myl1pca$PropL1Dispersion
[1] 0.3280341 0.3048935 0.3024189
From the results, we can notice that the maximum L1-dispersion explained
along the first three principal components is captured by PCA-L1, then L1-
PCA∗. Table 2.7 compares the proportion of L1 dispersion explained by each
method for first three PCs. The total L1-dispersion explained by L1-PCA∗ is
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PC PCA-L1 L1-PCA∗ L1-PCA
1 0.3442172 0.3721951 0.3280341
2 0.3095441 0.3509983 0.3048935
3 0.3030566 0.2396433 0.3024189
TOTAL 0.9568179 0.9628367 0.9353465
Table 2.7: Proportion of L1 dispersion explained by first 3 PCs
maximum among the three methods for microbiome data with L1-PCA explain-
ing the least proportion.
The scatter plots using scores for each method, including L2-PCA, are shown
in the Fig 2.7. Each dot represent a person with color denoting the type of
bacteria with maximum percentage for that person. The clusters obtained from
scatter plots can help in inferring the relationships between people colonized
with (traditionally considered) healthy, less healthy and unhealthy bacterias.
The results of relationships between different bacterias will be used further
in microbiome project to draw conclusions on the regional, genetic and ethnicity
related occurrences of the bacteria.
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Figure 2.5: Bacteria profiles of subjects
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Figure 2.6: Steps of Data Collection
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(a) L2-PCA (b) PCA-L1
(c) L1-PCA∗ (d) L1-PCA
Figure 2.7: 3-D plots for different PCA methods.
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#include ” C lp C Int e r f a c e . h”
#include <sys / t imes . h>
#include <s t d i o . h>
#include <a s s e r t . h>
#include <f loat . h>
#define PATHLENGTH 500 /∗ l e n g t h o f path name d e s c r i b i n g
l o c a t i o n o f data f i l e ∗/
#define OBJ INIT 10000000.0 /∗ i n i t i a l incumbent va lue ∗/
#define VERBOSITY 0 /∗ 1− p r i n t projdim , r o t a t i on matrix
, average error , l 3− p ro j e c t e d po in t s in terms o f
o r i g i n a l coords , 4−CPX screen output on , a l l o b j e c t i v e
va lues , b e s t be tas , p r o j e c t e d po in t s a t each
i t e r a t i o n , or thogona l d i r e c t i on , columns o f r o t a t i on
matrix at each i t e r a t i o n , i n i t i a l SVD in f o 5 − CPLEX
lo g f i l e , 6− wr i t e subproblem to a f i l e , 7 − wr i t e
po in t s to screen ∗/
#define NBMAX 64 /∗ maximum po s s i b l e b l o c k s i z e , see
dg e q r f . f in LAPACK ∗/
#define PROJPTS 0 /∗ i f 1 , g e t p r o j e c t e d q−dim po in t s in
terms o f o r i g i n a l coord ina t e s ∗/
#define SCORES 0 /∗ i f 1 , g e t scores , p r o j e c t e d po in t s
in new coord ina t e s ∗/
#define PREV 0 /∗ i f 1 , g e t product o f Vˆk matr ices ∗/
#define PREVBETA 1 /∗ i f 1 , g e t product o f (Vˆk Beta )
matr ices ∗/
#define EPSILON 0.0000001 /∗ check i f o b j e c t i v e i s 0 ,
check i f wT == wTold ∗/
/∗ input data ∗/
struct e n t i t y i n f o {
int nument i t i e s ; /∗# of rows in your data ∗/
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int numattr ibutes ; /∗# of columns∗/
double ∗ po in t s ; /∗ ac t ua l data po in t s in column major
format− in a s i n g l e array ∗/
} ;
typedef struct e n t i t y i n f o ENTITYINFO, ∗ENTITYINFOptr ;
/∗ main CPLEX va r i a b l e s ( o t he r s are in c u t c a l l b a c k i n f o )
∗/
struct s o l v e r i n f o {
struct Clp Simplex ∗model ;
int s t a t u s ;
char ∗ errmsg ;
struct Clp Simplex ∗modelU ;
struct Clp Simplex ∗modelV ;
} ;
typedef struct s o l v e r i n f o SOLVERINFO, ∗SOLVERINFOptr ;
/∗ problem in f o ∗/
struct probleminfo {
int rcnt ; /∗# of c on s t r a i n t s in LP∗/
int nzcnt ; /∗number o f c o e f f i c i e n t s to change ∗/
int ∗matbeg ; /∗ s t a r t i n g index o f column∗/
int ∗matind ; /∗ l i s t o f row−i n d i c e s f o r each va lue in
matval ∗/
double ∗matval ; /∗co−e f f i c i e n t s f o r the l i n e a r
c on s t r a i n t s ∗/
double ∗ rhs ; /∗ vec t o r o f RHS−0 f o r a l l o f them∗/
int q ; /∗ p ro j e c t e d dimension ∗/
int ∗beta ind ; /∗ index o f b e t a s ∗/
int ∗ ep lu s ind ; /∗ i n d i c e s f o r e+∗/
int ∗ eminusind ; /∗ i n d i c e s f o r e−∗/
double o b j e c t i v e ; /∗ s t o r e s the o b j e c t i v e CLP re turns ∗/
int projdim ; /∗ index f o r the loop−dimension we ’ re
p r o j e c t i n g in t o ( k−1)∗/
int ∗ b e s t d i r ; /∗ s t o r e s the b e s t d i r e c t i o n f o r every
dimension ∗/
int s o l s t a t ; /∗ s o l u t i o n s t a t u s −0−opt imal ∗/
const double ∗beta ; /∗ be tas−c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r da tapo in t s
in con t ra in t ∗/
double ∗b ; /∗matrix o f PC’ s ∗/
double minobjec t ive ; /∗ s t o r e s the b e s t o b j e c t i v e f o r k
l i n e a r r e g r e s s i on ∗/





int l ; /∗ v a r i a b l e f o r loop on r e g r e s s i on −j ( a r t i c l e )
∗/
int s t a t u s ; /∗ check ing f o r the succe s s o f f unc t i on ∗/
double ∗ obj ; /∗ c o e f f i c i e n t s o f o b j e c t i v e f unc t i on ∗/
double ∗ lb ; /∗ lower bound f o r v a r i a b l e s ∗/
double ∗ub ; /∗upper bound f o r v a r i a b l e s ∗/
char ∗∗ colname ; /∗ v a r i a b l e names∗/
double ∗xpluslambda ; /∗Z−p ro j e c t e d po in t s on the
subspace in terms o f o r i g i n a l co−ord ina t e s ∗/
double ∗xpluslambda2 ; /∗ copy o f Z∗/
double ∗work ; /∗used in Fortran rou t ine ’ dgesvd ’ ∗/
int lwork ; /∗used in Fortran rou t ine ’ dgesvd ’ ∗/
double ∗VjT ; /∗V matrix ∗/
double ∗S ; /∗ e i g enva l u e s o f Z∗/
double ∗VT; /∗U matrix ∗/
double ∗a ; /∗ normal ized be ta ∗/
double ∗preVjT ; /∗ product o f V matrix ∗/
double ∗temppreVjT ; /∗used f o r ob t a in ing the product o f
V matr ices ∗/
double ∗VBeta ; /∗ product o f VjT with I d e n t i t y matrix (
which has a row of b e t a s f o r b e s t d i r e c t i o n
dimension ) ∗/
double ∗preVBeta ; /∗ t rans format ion f o r f i n d i n g the new
score o f a po in t ∗/
double ∗temppreVBeta ;
double ∗tempPC ; /∗∗/
double ∗ p r o j p o i n t s ; /∗ p ro j e c t e d po in t s in the subspace
in terms o f o r i g i n a l co−ord ina t e s ∗/
int numprojdim ; /∗ number o f p r o j e c t i on d i r e c t i o n s
wi th ”L1 va r i a t i on ” g r ea t e r than 1 ∗/
int numfactors ; /∗min (#of a t t r i b u t e s , # of po in t s ) ∗/
double ∗ s c o r e s ; /∗ s t o r e s scores− p ro j e c t e d po in t s in
terms o f new coord ina t e s ∗/
int ge tSco r e s ; /∗0 f o r no score s ; d e f a u l t i s 0∗/
int getPro jPo int s ; /∗ 0 f o r no p ro j e c t e d po in t
c a l c u l a t i o n s ; d e f a u l t i s 0∗/
/∗ v a r i a b l e s f o r PCA− L1∗/
int i t e r ; /∗T: no o f i t e r a t i o n s to f i nd w(PC) ∗/
double ∗ p o l a r i t y ; /∗ p o l a r i t i e s f o r each column in data
matrix ∗/
int dotConv ; /∗ s t o r e s i f w. x ( i )=0∗/
double ∗wT; /∗Tth w∗/
double ∗wTOld ; /∗ (T−1) th w∗/
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double ∗PCs ; /∗ a l l the w ’ s ∗/
double ∗Xj ; /∗ po in t s f o r the Xj matrix −See Kwak∗/
double innerprod ; /∗wˆTx ∗/
int convergent ; /∗ i s pcaL1 convergent ∗/
/∗ f o r L1−PCA∗/
double ∗V; /∗ r o t a t i on matrix ∗/
double ∗Vtemp ; /∗ temp V matrix ∗/
double ∗nv ; /∗ normal ized d iagona l v e c t o r f o r V∗/
double ∗U; /∗ s core s matrix ∗/
double ∗Utemp ; /∗ temp U matrix ∗/
double ∗nu ; /∗ normal ized d iagona l v e c t o r f o r U∗/
double ∗ sigma ;
double t o l e r a n c e ; /∗ user de f ined e p s i l o n ∗/
int i t e r a t i o n s ; /∗ user de f ined no . o f i t e r a t i o n s f o r
a l gor i thm ∗/
double maxdi f f e r ence ; /∗ max d i f f e r e n c e between
e lements o f U and V between i t e r a t i o n s ∗/
double ∗ rhsL ; /∗ lower bound f o r c on s t r a i n t s ∗/
double ∗rhsU ; /∗ upper bound f o r c on s t r a i n t s ∗/
int ∗xinda ; /∗ index o f c on s t r a i n t s when s o l v i n g f o r
U ∗/
int ∗xindb ; /∗ index o f c on s t r a i n t s when s o l v i n g f o r
U ∗/
int ∗uind ; /∗ index o f v a r i a b l e s when s o l v i n g f o r U
∗/
double ∗Usol ; /∗ s o l u t i o n to problem when s o l v i n g f o r U
, i n c l u d i n g d e l t a ’ s ∗/
int ∗∗ rowind ; /∗ index o f c on s t r a i n t s when s o l v i n g
f o r V ∗/
int ∗∗ vind ; /∗ index f o r v a r i a b l e s when s o l v i n g f o r
V ∗/
double ∗Vsol ; /∗ s o l u t i o n to problem when s o l v i n g f o r V
, i n c l u d i n g lambda ’ s ∗/
double u d i f f ; /∗ check ing f o r convergence o f U ∗/
double v d i f f ; /∗ check ing f o r convergence o f V ∗/
} ;
typedef struct probleminfo PROBLEMINFO, ∗PROBLEMINFOptr ;
PCA-L1
src/PcaL1Pkg.c
#include <s t d l i b . h>
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#include <math . h>
#include ”mrand . h”
#include ” type . h”
#include <R. h>
int i n i t i a l i z e (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) ;
int polar i tyChk (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) ;
int ChkConvergence (PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ,
ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ) ;
int solvePcaL1 (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo )
{
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
double ∗wT = probleminfo−>wT;
double ∗PCs= probleminfo−>PCs ;
int q = probleminfo−>q ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int k = probleminfo−>k ;
int l = probleminfo−>l ;
double innerprod = probleminfo−>innerprod ;
int p o s i t i o n ;
for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
i f ( k !=0) /∗compute new po in t s f o r Xj∗/ {
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
innerprod = 0 . 0 ;
for ( l = 0 ; l < numattr ibutes ; ++l ) {
innerprod += wT[ l ] ∗ po in t s [ numattr ibutes ∗ i+l ] ;
}
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
p o s i t i o n = numattr ibutes ∗ i + j ;






s t a t u s = i n i t i a l i z e ( e n t i t y i n f o , probleminfo ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Unable to i n i t i a l i z e \n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
probleminfo−>convergent = 0 ;
while ( probleminfo−>convergent == 0) {
s t a t u s = polar i tyChk ( e n t i t y i n f o , probleminfo ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” P o l a r i t y Check f a i l e d \n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
s t a t u s = ChkConvergence ( probleminfo , e n t i t y i n f o ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {




for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {





int i n i t i a l i z e (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo )
{
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;





for ( i =0; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i )
{
xSum = 0 ;
for ( j =0; j<numattr ibutes ; ++j )
{
x = po in t s [ numattr ibutes ∗ i + j ] ; /∗ ge t the po in t ∗/
xSum=xSum+x∗x ; /∗ c r ea t e sum∗/
}
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xSum=s q r t (xSum) ;
i f (maxSum < xSum) /∗compare to the max∗/
{
maxSum=xSum ; /∗ save the max sum∗/
argmax = i ; /∗ save the o b s e r va t i on s ∗/
}
}
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>wT[ j ]= po in t s [ numattr ibutes ∗ argmax + j
] /maxSum;
}
probleminfo−> i t e r = 0 ;
return 0 ;
}
int polar i tyChk (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo )
{
double ∗ p o l a r i t y = probleminfo −> p o l a r i t y ;
int i t e r = probleminfo −> i t e r ;
int i = probleminfo −> i ;
int j = probleminfo −>j ;
double dotProd = 0 . 0 ;
double wTSum = 0 . 0 ;
double normal i ze r ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o −>numattr ibutes ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o −>nument i t i e s ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o −>po in t s ;
probleminfo−>dotConv=0;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
dotProd = 0 . 0 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
dotProd += probleminfo−>wT[ j ]∗ po in t s [ numattr ibutes
∗ i + j ] ; /∗ ob t a in ing dot product o f wT and i t h
ob s e r va t i on ∗/
}
i f ( dotProd < 0 . 0 )
p o l a r i t y [ i ] = −1.0;
else {
i f ( dotProd == 0 . 0 ) {




p o l a r i t y [ i ] = 1 . 0 ;
}
}
i t e r = i t e r + 1 ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>wTOld [ i ] = probleminfo−>wT[ i ] ; /∗ sav ing w(
T−1)∗/
probleminfo−>wT[ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < nument i t i e s ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>wT[ i ] += p o l a r i t y [ j ]∗ po in t s [
numattr ibutes ∗ j + i ] ; /∗new wT∗/
}
}
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
wTSum = wTSum + probleminfo−>wT[ j ] ∗ probleminfo−>wT[ j
] ;
}
normal i ze r = s q r t (wTSum) ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {




int ChkConvergence (PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ,
ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o )
{
double ∗wTOld = probleminfo−>wTOld ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int dotConv = probleminfo−>dotConv ;
double wTSum = 0 . 0 ;
double Normal izer = 0 . 0 ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
probleminfo−>convergent = 1 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
i f ( probleminfo−>wT[ j ] − wTOld [ j ] > (EPSILON) ) {





i f ( dotConv == 1) /∗ i f wT(Xi )=0, then add a sma l l non−
zero random vec to r and do Po l a r i t y Check again ∗/
{
probleminfo−>convergent = 0 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>wT[ j ] = probleminfo−>wT[ j ] + mrand (1 ) ;
wTSum = wTSum + probleminfo−>wT[ j ] ∗ probleminfo−>wT
[ j ] ;
}
Normal izer = s q r t (wTSum) ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>wT[ j ] = probleminfo−>wT[ j ] / Normal izer ;
}





#include<s t d l i b . h>
#include<s t d i o . h>
#include<s t r i n g . h>
#include<R. h>
#include<Rmath . h>
#include ” type . h”
int allocateMemoryPcaL1 (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int solvePcaL1 (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) ;
stat ic void
f r e e a n d n u l l (char ∗∗ ptr ) ;




ENTITYINFO e n t i t y i n f o ;
PROBLEMINFO probleminfo ;
int s t a t u s = probleminfo . s t a t u s ;
probleminfo . p o l a r i t y = NULL;
probleminfo .wT = NULL;
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probleminfo . wTOld = NULL;
probleminfo . PCs = PCs ;
e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s = dataDim [ 1 ] ;
e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes = dataDim [ 0 ] ;
probleminfo . q = ∗q ; /∗ de s i r ed number o f PCs∗/
e n t i t y i n f o . po in t s = po in t s ; /∗ t ranspose o f data matrix
∗/
s t a t u s = allocateMemoryPcaL1 (& e n t i t y i n f o , &probleminfo
) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Unable to a l l o c a t e memory\n” ) ;
goto TERMINATE;
}
s t a t u s = solvePcaL1(& e n t i t y i n f o , &probleminfo ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {





/∗ f r e e a n d nu l l ( ( char ∗∗) &e n t i t y i n f o . po in t s ) ; ∗/
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . p o l a r i t y ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo .wT) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . wTOld) ;
/∗ f r e e a n d nu l l ( ( char ∗∗) &prob lemin fo .PCs) ; ∗/
}
stat ic void
f r e e a n d n u l l (char ∗∗ ptr )
{
i f ( ∗ptr != NULL) {




int allocateMemoryPcaL1 (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
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PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) {
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
probleminfo−>p o l a r i t y = (double ∗) mal loc ( nument i t i e s
∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>wT = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>wTOld = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
/∗ prob leminfo−>PCs = ( doub le ∗) mal loc (





#include ” C lp C Int e r f a c e . h”
#include <s t d l i b . h>
#include <math . h>
#include <R. h>
#include ” type . h”
int so lveproblem (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int in i t i a lSVD (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) ;
int setupCLP (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o ) ;
int loadClpProblem (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int changeBounds (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo , int l ) ;
int opt imize (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) ;
int getBeta (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , ENTITYINFOptr
e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo , int l ) ;
int ge tPro j e c t edPo in t s (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int dgesvd (char jobu , char jobvt , int m, int n , double ∗
A, int lda , double ∗S , double ∗VT, int ldu , double ∗
Umat , int ldvt , double ∗work , int lwork ) ; /∗ SVD ∗/
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void dgemm (char transa , char transb , int m, int n , int k
, double alpha , double ∗A, int lda , double ∗B, int ldb
, double beta , double ∗C, int l d c ) ; /∗ mu l t i p l y A ∗B =
C ∗/
void dgemv (char trans , int m, int n , double alpha ,
double ∗A, int lda , double ∗x , int incx , double beta ,
double ∗y , int incy ) ; /∗ mu l t i p l y Ax = y ∗/
int so lveproblem (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) {
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int l = probleminfo−>l ;
double minobjec t ive = probleminfo−>minobjec t ive ;
int numprojdim = probleminfo−>numprojdim ;
int numfactors = probleminfo−>numfactors ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
numprojdim = 0 ;
s t a t u s = setupCLP ( s o l v e r i n f o ) ; /∗ i n i t i a l i z e CLP ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error s e t t i n g up CLP\n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
/∗ i f numat t r i bu te s > nument i t ies , p r o j e c t i n t o
nument i t i e s space , then s e t numat t r i bu te s =
nument i t i e s and cont inue ∗/
i f ( numattr ibutes > nument i t i e s ) {
s t a t u s = in i t i a lSVD ( e n t i t y i n f o , probleminfo ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {




for ( probleminfo−>projdim = numfactors − 1 ; probleminfo
−>projdim > 0 ; −−probleminfo−>projdim ) { /∗ the
main loop ∗/
minobjec t ive = (OBJ INIT) ; /∗ o b j e c t i v e o f the b e s t
l 1 r e g r e s s i on ∗/
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Clp setDualObject iveL imit ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model ,
minob jec t ive ) ;
s t a t u s = loadClpProblem ( e n t i t y i n f o , s o l v e r i n f o ,
probleminfo ) ; /∗ s e t up columns/ v a r i a b l e s ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {




f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”%d ” , probleminfo−>projdim ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 1) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” projdim %d\n” , probleminfo−>
projdim ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
}
for ( l = 0 ; l <= probleminfo−>projdim ; ++l ) { /∗
s o l v e l 1 r e g r e s s i on f o r each d i r e c t i on , l t h
a t t r i b u t e i s response ∗/
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 1) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” l %d minob jec t ive %f \n” , l ,
minob jec t ive ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
}
s t a t u s = changeBounds ( s o l v e r i n f o , probleminfo , l ) ;
/∗ s e t b e t a l = −1, o t he r s unbounded ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error changing beta bounds\n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
s t a t u s = opt imize ( s o l v e r i n f o , probleminfo ) ; /∗
s o l v e wi th Clp , g e t o b j e c t i v e va lue ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {




i f ( minob jec t ive > probleminfo−>o b j e c t i v e ) { /∗
determine i f o b j e c t i v e i s b e s t so f a r ∗/
probleminfo−>b e s t d i r [ probleminfo−>projdim ] = l ;
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minobjec t ive = probleminfo−>o b j e c t i v e ;
probleminfo−>minobjec t ive = minobjec t ive ;
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 4) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”new b e s t d i r %d new best
o b j e c t i v e %f \n” , l , probleminfo−>o b j e c t i v e ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
}
s t a t u s = getBeta ( s o l v e r i n f o , e n t i t y i n f o ,
probleminfo , l ) ; /∗ s t o r e c o e f f i c i e n t s o f
r e g r e s s i on ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error s t o r i n g beta ’ s \n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
Clp setDualObject iveL imit ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model ,
minob jec t ive ) ;
}
i f ( minob jec t ive < (EPSILON) ) { /∗ i f e r ror i s 0 ,
go to next dimension ∗/
l = probleminfo−>projdim + 1 ;
}
} /∗ end loop on l 1 r e g r e s s i on s ∗/
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 1) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”avg e r r o r %f \n” , minob jec t ive / ( (
double ) e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ) ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
}
i f ( minob jec t ive / ( (double ) e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ) <
1 . 0 ) {
++numprojdim ;
}
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 4) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” b e s t d i r %d best o b j e c t i v e %f \n” ,
probleminfo−>b e s t d i r [ probleminfo−>projdim ] ,
minob jec t ive ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
}
s t a t u s = getPro j e c t edPo in t s ( e n t i t y i n f o , probleminfo )
; /∗ ge t p r o j e c t e d po in t s ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error g e t t i n g p ro j e c t ed points ,
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} /∗end so l veprob l em ∗/
int setupCLP (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o ) {
s o l v e r i n f o−>model=Clp newModel ( ) ;
Clp setLogLeve l ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model , 0) ;
return 0 ;
} /∗ end setupCLP ∗/
int in i t i a lSVD (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) {
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
double ∗work = probleminfo−>work ;
int lwork = probleminfo−>lwork ;
double ∗S = probleminfo−>S ;
double ∗VT = probleminfo−>VT;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 7) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” po in t s \n” ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < nument i t i e s ; ++j ) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”%f ” , po in t s [ numattr ibutes ∗ j
+ i ] ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”\n” ) ;
}
}
s t a t u s = dgesvd ( ’A ’ , ’A ’ , numattr ibutes , nument it ies ,
po ints , numattr ibutes , S , probleminfo−>preVjT ,
numattr ibutes , VT, nument it ies , work , lwork ) ; /∗ ge t
A q = preVjT , po in t s g e t s de s t royed here ; The
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columns o f preVjT de f i n e the new subspace ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) { /∗ preVˆjT i s the f i r s t projdim columns
o f U, de r i v ed by doing an SVD on po in t s ( which has
dimension numat t r i bu te s X nument i t i e s ) . I t ’ s l i k e
doing PCA on the t ranspose o f the data matrix ; U∗S
has the score s ∗/
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error g e t t i n g SVD, e r r o r %d\n” ,
s t a t u s ) ;
f f l u s h ( s t d e r r ) ;
return 1 ;
}
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < nument i t i e s ; ++j ) {
e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s [ nument i t i e s ∗ j + i ] =




} /∗ end i n i t i a l SVD ∗/
int loadClpProblem (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo )
{
int numcols = probleminfo−>numcols ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
double ∗ obj = probleminfo−>obj ;
char ∗∗ colname = probleminfo−>colname ;
int rcnt = probleminfo−>rcnt ;
int nzcnt = probleminfo−>nzcnt ;
double ∗ rhs = probleminfo−>rhs ;
int ∗matind = probleminfo−>matind ;
double ∗matval = probleminfo−>matval ;
int ∗matbeg = probleminfo−>matbeg ;
int projdim = probleminfo−>projdim ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
r cnt = nument i t i e s ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
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rhs [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
nzcnt = 0 ;
numcols = 0 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < ( projdim + 1) ; ++j ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
probleminfo−>beta ind [ j ] = numcols ;
obj [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>lb [ numcols ]=−(COIN DBL MAX) ;
probleminfo−>ub [ numcols ]=COIN DBL MAX;
s p r i n t f ( colname [ numcols ] , ” beta %d” , j ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
i f ( po in t s [ i ∗( projdim + 1) + j ] ! = 0 . 0 ) {
matind [ nzcnt ]= i ;






for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
probleminfo−>ep lu s ind [ i ] = numcols ;
obj [ numcols ] = 1 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>lb [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>ub [ numcols ]=(COIN DBL MAX) ;
s p r i n t f ( colname [ numcols ] , ” e p l u s %d” , i ) ;
matind [ nzcnt ] = i ;




for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
probleminfo−>eminusind [ i ] = numcols ;
obj [ numcols ] = 1 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>lb [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>ub [ numcols ] =(COIN DBL MAX) ; /∗ (
CPX INFBOUND) ; ∗/
s p r i n t f ( colname [ numcols ] , ” eminus %d” , i ) ;
matind [ nzcnt ] = i ;





matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
Clp loadProblem ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model , numcols , rcnt ,
matbeg , matind , matval , probleminfo−>lb , probleminfo
−>ub , obj , rhs , rhs ) ;
return 0 ;
} /∗ end loadClpProblem ∗/
int changeBounds (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo , int l )
{
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int projdim = probleminfo−>projdim ;
int ∗beta ind = probleminfo−>beta ind ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < ( projdim + 1) ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>lb [ beta ind [ j ]]=−(COIN DBL MAX) ;
probleminfo−>ub [ beta ind [ j ] ]=COIN DBL MAX;
}
probleminfo−>lb [ beta ind [ l ] ] = −1.0;
probleminfo−>ub [ beta ind [ l ] ] = −1.0;
Clp chgColumnLower ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model , probleminfo−>lb ) ;
Clp chgColumnUpper ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model , probleminfo−>ub) ;
/∗Clp writeMps ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model , ” t e s t .mps”) ; ∗/
return 0 ;
} /∗ end changeBounds ∗/
int opt imize (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) {
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
int s o l s t a t = probleminfo−>s o l s t a t ;
s t a t u s=Clp dual ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model , 0) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tdout , ” error s o l v i n g dua l s imp lex \n”) ;
re turn 1 ; ∗/
}
s o l s t a t=Clp s ta tu s ( s o l v e r i n f o−>model ) ;
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i f ( s o l s t a t != 0) {
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tdout , ” s o l s t a t %d\n” , s o l s t a t ) ;
re turn 1 ; ∗/
}
probleminfo−>o b j e c t i v e = Clp getObjValue ( s o l v e r i n f o−>
model ) ;
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 4) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” o b j e c t i v e value %f \n” , probleminfo
−>o b j e c t i v e ) ;
f f l u s h ( stdout ) ;
}
return 0 ;
} /∗ end op t imize ∗/
int getBeta (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , ENTITYINFOptr
e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo , int l ) {
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
/∗ i n t s t a t u s = prob leminfo−>s t a t u s ; ∗/
int numfactors = probleminfo−>numfactors ;
probleminfo−>beta = Clp getCo lSo lut ion ( s o l v e r i n f o−>
model ) ;
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 4) {
for ( i = 0 ; i < numfactors ; ++i ) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” beta [%d ] %f \n” , i , probleminfo−>
beta [ i ] ) ;




} /∗ end getBeta ∗/
int ge tPro j e c t edPo in t s (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) {
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
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int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
int projdim = probleminfo−>projdim ;
int ∗ b e s t d i r = probleminfo−>b e s t d i r ;
double ∗xpluslambda = probleminfo−>xpluslambda ;
double ∗xpluslambda2 = probleminfo−>xpluslambda2 ;
const double ∗beta = probleminfo−>beta ;
double ∗work = probleminfo−>work ;
int lwork = probleminfo−>lwork ;
double ∗S = probleminfo−>S ;
double ∗VT = probleminfo−>VT;
double ∗a = probleminfo−>a ;
double ∗temppreVjT = probleminfo−>temppreVjT ;
double ∗temppreVBeta = probleminfo−>temppreVBeta ;
double ∗tempPC = probleminfo−>tempPC ;
int q = probleminfo−>q ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) { /∗ ge t p r o j e c t e d
points , in terms o f coord ina t e s o f curren t subspace
∗/
xpluslambda [ i ∗ ( projdim + 1)+ b e s t d i r [ projdim ] ] =
0 . 0 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j <= projdim ; ++j ) {
i f ( j != b e s t d i r [ projdim ] ) {
xpluslambda [ i ∗ ( projdim + 1) + b e s t d i r [ projdim ] ]
+= beta [ j ] ∗ po in t s [ i ∗ ( projdim + 1) + j ] ;
xpluslambda [ i ∗ ( projdim + 1) + j ] = po in t s [ i ∗ (




for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j <= projdim ; ++j ) {
xpluslambda2 [ i ∗ ( projdim + 1) + j ] = xpluslambda [ i
∗ ( projdim + 1) + j ] ;
}
}
i f ( (VERBOSITY) < 4) {
s t a t u s = dgesvd ( ’A ’ , ’N ’ , projdim + 1 , nument it ies ,
xpluslambda , projdim + 1 , S , probleminfo−>VjT ,
projdim + 1 , VT, nument it ies , work , lwork ) ; /∗ ge t
VˆjT , xp lus lambda g e t s des t royed here ; The
columns o f VjT de f i n e the new subspace ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) { /∗ VˆjT i s the f i r s t projdim columns o f
U, de r i v ed by doing an SVD on xplus lambda ( which
has dimension projdim + 1 X nument i t i e s ) . I t ’ s
l i k e doing PCA on the t ranspose o f the data matrix
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∗/
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error g e t t i n g SVD, e r r o r %d\n” ,
s t a t u s ) ;





s t a t u s = dgesvd ( ’A ’ , ’S ’ , projdim + 1 , nument it ies ,
xpluslambda , projdim + 1 , S , probleminfo−>VjT ,
projdim + 1 , VT, nument it ies , work , lwork ) ; /∗ ge t
VˆjT , xp lus lambda g e t s des t royed here ; The
columns o f VjT de f i n e the new subspace ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) { /∗ VˆjT i s the f i r s t projdim columns o f
U, de r i v ed by doing an SVD on xplus lambda ( which
has dimension projdim + 1 X nument i t i e s ) . I t ’ s
l i k e doing PCA on the t ranspose o f the data matrix
∗/
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error g e t t i n g SVD, e r r o r %d\n” ,
s t a t u s ) ;




for ( i = 0 ; i < projdim + 1 ; ++i ) {
a [ i ] = probleminfo−>VjT [ projdim ∗ ( projdim + 1) + i ] ;
/∗ sav ing normal ized be ta ∗/
}
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
tempPC [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 4) {
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ∗ ( projdim + 1) ; ++i ) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”preVjT[%d ] %f \n” , i , probleminfo
−>preVjT [ i ] ) ; /∗ product o f a l l p rev ious VjT ∗/
}
}
i f ( probleminfo−>getPro jPo int s == 1) {
i f ( projdim == q ) { /∗ p r i n t p r o j e c t e d po in t s in
o r i g i n a l coord ina t e s ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ∗ nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>p r o j p o i n t s [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
dgemm( ’N ’ , ’N ’ , numattr ibutes , nument it ies , projdim
+ 1 , 1 . 0 , probleminfo−>preVjT , numattr ibutes ,
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xpluslambda2 , projdim + 1 , 1 . 0 , probleminfo−>
pro jpo in t s , numattr ibutes ) ; /∗ ge t p r o j e c t e d
po in t s in o r i g i n a l coord ina t e s by mu l t i p l y i n g




dgemv ( ’N ’ , numattr ibutes , projdim + 1 , 1 . 0 ,
probleminfo−>preVjT , numattr ibutes , a , 1 , 1 . 0 ,
tempPC , 1) ; /∗mu l t i p l y o ld VjT ’ s by a , to g e t
projdimˆ th PC ∗/
for ( j = 0 ; j <numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>b [ numattr ibutes ∗ projdim + j ] = tempPC [
j ] ;
}
/∗new VBeta t imes prev ious VBeta ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ∗ ( projdim + 1) ; ++i ) {
temppreVBeta [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
for ( i = 0 ; i < projdim ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < projdim + 1 ; ++j ) {
i f ( j != b e s t d i r [ projdim ] ) {
probleminfo−>VBeta [ projdim ∗ j + i ] = probleminfo
−>VjT [ ( projdim + 1) ∗ i + j ] + probleminfo−>
VjT [ ( projdim + 1) ∗ i + b e s t d i r [ projdim ] ] ∗
beta [ j ] ;
}
else {





dgemm ( ’N ’ , ’N ’ , projdim , numattr ibutes , projdim + 1 ,
1 . 0 , probleminfo−>VBeta , projdim , probleminfo−>
preVBeta , projdim + 1 , 0 . 0 , temppreVBeta , projdim ) ;
/∗ ge t preVBeta − projdim by numat t r i bu te s ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ∗ projdim ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>preVBeta [ i ] = temppreVBeta [ i ] ;
}
/∗ prev ious VjT ’ s t imes VjT ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ∗ ( projdim + 1) ; ++i ) {
temppreVjT [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
dgemm ( ’N ’ , ’N ’ , numattr ibutes , projdim , projdim + 1 ,
1 . 0 , probleminfo−>preVjT , numattr ibutes , probleminfo
−>VjT , projdim + 1 , 1 . 0 , temppreVjT , numattr ibutes ) ;
/∗ ge t preVjT − numat t r i bu te s by projdim ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ∗ projdim ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>preVjT [ i ] = temppreVjT [ i ] ;
}
i f ( projdim == 1) { /∗ ge t 1 s t PC ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>b [ i ] = probleminfo−>preVjT [ i ] ;
}
}
for ( i = 0 ; i < projdim ∗ nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
dgemm ( ’T ’ , ’N ’ , projdim , nument it ies , projdim + 1 ,
1 . 0 , probleminfo−>VjT , projdim + 1 , xpluslambda2 ,
projdim + 1 , 1 . 0 , e n t i t y i n f o−>points , projdim ) ; /∗
ge t new po in t s in new coord ina t e s by mu l t i p l y i n g Vj
( t ranspose o f VjT) by xp lus lambda ∗/
/∗ ge t scores− p ro j e c t e d po in t s in terms o f new
coord ina t e s ∗/
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i f ( ( probleminfo−>ge tSco r e s == 1) && ( projdim == q ) ) {
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < projdim ; ++j ) {
probleminfo−>s c o r e s [ i ∗ projdim + j ] = e n t i t y i n f o





} /∗ end ge tPro j e c t edPo in t s ∗/
int dgesvd (char jobu , char jobvt , int m, int n , double ∗
A, int lda , double ∗S , double ∗VT, int ldu , double ∗
Umat , int ldvt , double ∗work , int lwork ) { /∗ SVD ∗/
extern void dgesvd ( const char ∗ jobup , const char ∗
jobvtp , const int ∗mp, const int ∗np , double ∗A, int
∗ ldap , double ∗S , double ∗U, const int ∗ ldup ,
double ∗Umat , int ∗ ldvtp , double ∗work , int ∗ lworkp ,
int ∗ i n f op ) ;
int i n f o ;
dgesvd (&jobu , &jobvt , &m, &n , A, &lda , S , VT, &ldu ,
Umat , &ldvt , work , &lwork , &i n f o ) ;
return i n f o ;
} /∗ end dgesvd , SVD ∗/
void dgemm (char transa , char transb , int m, int n , int k
, double alpha , double ∗A, int lda , double ∗B, int ldb
, double beta , double ∗C, int l d c ) { /∗ mu l t i p l y A ∗B
= C ∗/
extern void dgemm ( const char ∗ transap , const char ∗
transbp , const int ∗mp, const int ∗np , const int ∗kp
, double ∗alphap , double ∗A, const int ∗ ldap , double
∗B, const int ∗ ldbp , const double ∗betap , double ∗C
, const int ∗ ldcp ) ;
dgemm (&transa , &transb , &m, &n , &k , &alpha , A, &lda ,
B, &ldb , &beta , C, &ldc ) ;
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} /∗ end dgemm, mu l t i p l y A∗B ∗/
void dgemv (char trans , int m, int n , double alpha ,
double ∗A, int lda , double ∗x , int incx , double beta ,
double ∗y , int incy ) { /∗ mu l t i p l y Ax = y ∗/
extern void dgemv ( const char ∗ transp , const int ∗mp,
const int ∗np , double ∗alphap , double ∗A, const int
∗ ldap , double ∗x , const int ∗ incxp , const double ∗
betap , double ∗y , const int ∗ incyp ) ;
dgemv (&trans , &m, &n , &alpha , A, &lda , x , &incx , &
beta , y , &incy ) ;
} /∗ end dgemv , mu l t i p l y Ax ∗/
src/l1pcaStar R.c
#include ” C lp C Int e r f a c e . h”
#include <s t d l i b . h>
#include <s t d i o . h>
#include <s t r i n g . h>
#include <R. h>
#include <Rmath . h>
#include ” type . h”
int allocateMemory (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int so lveproblem (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
/∗ i n t solvePcaL1 ( IOINFOptr i o in f o , ENTITYINFOptr
e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr prob lmein fo ) ; ∗/
stat ic void
f r e e a n d n u l l (char ∗∗ ptr ) ;
void l 1pcaStar (double ∗points , int ∗dataDim , int ∗q , int
∗ getScores , int ∗ getPro jPoints , double ∗PCs , double ∗
Scores , double ∗ p r o j p o i n t s )
{
ENTITYINFO e n t i t y i n f o ;
SOLVERINFO s o l v e r i n f o ;
PROBLEMINFO probleminfo ;
int s t a t u s = probleminfo . s t a t u s ;
s t a t u s = 0 ;
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s o l v e r i n f o . model = NULL;
probleminfo . beta ind = NULL;
probleminfo . ep lu s ind = NULL;
probleminfo . eminusind = NULL;
probleminfo . beta = NULL;
probleminfo . b e s t d i r = NULL;
probleminfo . xpluslambda = NULL;
probleminfo . xpluslambda2 = NULL;
probleminfo . S = NULL;
probleminfo .VT = NULL;
probleminfo . VjT = NULL;
probleminfo . preVjT = NULL;
probleminfo . temppreVjT = NULL;
probleminfo . VBeta = NULL;
probleminfo . preVBeta = NULL;
probleminfo . temppreVBeta= NULL;
probleminfo . tempPC= NULL;
probleminfo . rhs= NULL;
probleminfo . matbeg= NULL;
probleminfo . matval= NULL;
probleminfo . matind= NULL;
probleminfo . obj= NULL;
probleminfo . lb= NULL;
probleminfo . ub= NULL;
probleminfo . colname= NULL;
probleminfo . a = NULL;
probleminfo . b = PCs ;
probleminfo . p r o j p o i n t s = p r o j p o i n t s ;
probleminfo . s c o r e s = Scores ;
probleminfo . work = NULL;
/∗ prob lemin fo . s core s = NULL; ∗/
probleminfo . g e tSco r e s = ∗ ge tSco r e s ;
probleminfo . ge tPro jPo int s = ∗ getPro jPo int s ;
e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s = dataDim [ 1 ] ;
e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes = dataDim [ 0 ] ;
i f ( e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes <= e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s )
{
probleminfo . numfactors = e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes ;
}
else {
probleminfo . numfactors = e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s ;
}
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probleminfo . q = ∗q ; /∗ de s i r ed number o f PCs∗/
e n t i t y i n f o . po in t s = po in t s ; /∗ t ranspose o f data matrix ∗/
i f ( (VERBOSITY) >= 2) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”n %d m %d\n” , dataDim [ 1 ] , dataDim
[ 0 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” ge tSco r e s %d getPro jPo int s %d\n” , ∗
getScores , ∗ getPro jPo int s ) ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” ge tSco r e s %d getPro jPo int s %d\n” ,
probleminfo . getScores , probleminfo . ge tPro jPo int s ) ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” numfactors %d q %d\n” , probleminfo .
numfactors , probleminfo . q ) ;
}
s t a t u s = allocateMemory (& e n t i t y i n f o , &s o l v e r i n f o , &
probleminfo ) ; /∗ at the end o f t h i s f i l e ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Unable to a l l o c a t e memory\n” ) ;
goto TERMINATE;
}
s t a t u s = solveproblem ( &e n t i t y i n f o , &s o l v e r i n f o , &
probleminfo ) ; /∗ in l 1pcaS tar . c∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Unable to s o l v e . Terminating . . . ;
or done\n” ) ;
goto TERMINATE;
}
/∗PCs = prob lemin fo . b ;
Scores = prob lemin fo . s core s ;
p r o j p o i n t s = prob lemin fo . p r o j p o i n t s ; ∗/
TERMINATE:
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . beta ind ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . ep lu s ind ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . eminusind ) ;
/∗ f r e e a n d nu l l ( ( char ∗∗) &prob lemin fo . be ta ) ; ∗/
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . b e s t d i r ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . xpluslambda ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . xpluslambda2 ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . S ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo .VT) ;
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f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . VjT) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . preVjT ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . temppreVjT ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . VBeta ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . preVBeta ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . temppreVBeta ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . tempPC) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . rhs ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . matbeg ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . matval ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . matind ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . obj ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . lb ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . ub ) ;
for ( probleminfo . i = 0 ; probleminfo . i < probleminfo .
numfactors + 2 ∗ e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s ; ++
probleminfo . i ) {
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . colname [
probleminfo . i ] ) ;
}
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . colname ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . a ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . work ) ;
i f ( s o l v e r i n f o . model != NULL ) {
Clp deleteModel ( s o l v e r i n f o . model ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Clp d e l e t e f a i l e d , e r r o r code %d





f r e e a n d n u l l (char ∗∗ ptr )
{
i f ( ∗ptr != NULL ) {
f r e e (∗ ptr ) ;
∗ptr = NULL;
}
} /∗ END f r e e a n d nu l l ∗/
int allocateMemory (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo )
{
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
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int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int numfactors = probleminfo−>numfactors ;
/∗ i n i t i a l i z e s o l u t i o n v e c t o r s ∗/
/∗ prob leminfo−>b = ( doub le ∗∗) mal loc ( numat t r i bu te s ∗
s i z e o f ( doub le ∗) ) ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < numat t r i bu te s ; ++j ) {
prob leminfo−>b [ j ] = ( doub le ∗) mal loc ( numat t r i bu te s
∗ s i z e o f ( doub le ) ) ;
}∗/
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r b e s t r e g r e s s i on ∗/
/∗ prob leminfo−>be ta = ( doub le ∗) mal loc ( (
numfactors + 2∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s i z e o f ( doub le ) ) ; ∗/ /∗
keep t rack o f b e s t l i n e a r r e g r e s s i on ∗/
probleminfo−>b e s t d i r = ( int ∗) mal loc ( numfactors ∗
s izeof ( int ) ) ; /∗ to keep t rack o f p r o j e c t i o n s ∗/
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r columns ∗/
probleminfo−>beta ind = ( int ∗) mal loc ( numfactors ∗
s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>ep lu s ind = ( int ∗) mal loc ( nument i t i e s ∗
s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>eminusind = ( int ∗) mal loc ( nument i t i e s ∗
s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>obj = (double ∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors +
2 ∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>lb = (double ∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors +
2 ∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>ub = (double ∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors +
2 ∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>colname = (char ∗∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors +
2 ∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s izeof (char ∗) ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < numfactors + 2 ∗ nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>colname [ i ] = (char ∗) mal loc (20 ∗
s izeof (char ) ) ;
}
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r c on s t r a i n t s ∗/
probleminfo−>rhs = (double ∗) mal loc ( nument i t i e s ∗
s izeof (double ) ) ;
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probleminfo−>matbeg = ( int ∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors + 2∗
nument i t i e s + 1) ∗ s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>matind = ( int ∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors ∗
nument i t i e s + 2 ∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>matval = (double ∗) mal loc ( ( numfactors ∗
nument i t i e s + 2 ∗ nument i t i e s ) ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r chgbds−no more changing one
bound at a time ∗/
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r p ro j e c t e d po in t s ∗/
probleminfo−>xpluslambda = (double ∗) mal loc (
nument i t i e s ∗ numfactors ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>xpluslambda2 = (double ∗) mal loc (
nument i t i e s ∗ numfactors ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>work = (double ∗) mal loc (
nument i t i e s ∗ (NBMAX) ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>lwork = nument i t i e s ∗ (NBMAX) ;
probleminfo−>S = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>VjT = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>VT = (double ∗) mal loc (
nument i t i e s ∗ nument i t i e s ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>a = (double ∗) mal loc (
numfactors ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>VBeta = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>preVjT = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>preVBeta = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
i f ( i != j ) {
probleminfo−>preVjT [ i ∗ numattr ibutes + j ] = 0 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>preVBeta [ i ∗ numattr ibutes + j ] =
0 . 0 ;
}
else {
probleminfo−>preVjT [ i ∗ numattr ibutes + j ] = 1 . 0 ;
probleminfo−>preVBeta [ i ∗ numattr ibutes + j ] =





probleminfo−>temppreVjT = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>temppreVBeta = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>tempPC = (double ∗) mal loc (
numattr ibutes ∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
/∗ prob leminfo−>p r o j p o i n t s = ( doub le ∗) mal loc (
numat t r i bu te s ∗ nument i t i e s ∗ s i z e o f ( doub le ) ) ;
prob leminfo−>s core s = ( doub le ∗) mal loc (
numat t r i bu te s ∗ nument i t i e s ∗ s i z e o f ( doub le ) ) ; ∗/
return 0 ;
} /∗ end al locateMemory ∗/
L1-PCA
src/l1pca.c
#include <s t d l i b . h>
#include <s t r i n g . h>
#include <math . h>
#include ” type . h”
#include ”mrand . h”
/∗ i n t i n i t i a l i z e V (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr prob lemin fo ) ; ∗/
int setupCLPforL1Pca (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o ) ;
int so lve fo rU (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int so lve fo rV (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int normal ize (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) ;
int dgesvd1 (char jobu , char jobvt , int m, int n , double
∗A, int lda , double ∗S , double ∗U, int ldu , double ∗VT
, int ldvt , double ∗work , int lwork ) ; /∗ SVD ∗/
int solveL1Pca (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int solveL1Pca (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) {
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
s t a t u s = setupCLPforL1Pca ( s o l v e r i n f o ) ; /∗ i n i t i a l i z e
CLP ∗/
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i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error s e t t i n g up CLP\n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
/∗ s t a t u s = i n i t i a l i z e V ( en t i t y i n f o , prob lemin fo ) ; ∗//∗
s e t V to a random matrix ∗/
/∗ i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”Error i n i t i a l i z i n g V\n”) ;
re turn 1 ;
}∗/
probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence = (COIN DBL MAX) ;
probleminfo−> i t e r = probleminfo−>i t e r a t i o n s ;
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” probleminfo−>i t e r a t i o n s %d\n” ,
probleminfo−>i t e r a t i o n s ) ;
while ( ( probleminfo−> i t e r > 0) && ( probleminfo−>
maxdi f f e r ence > probleminfo−>t o l e r a n c e ) ) {
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ” prob leminfo−>maxdi f f e rence %f \n” ,
prob leminfo−>maxdi f f e rence ) ; ∗/
probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence = 0 . 0 ;
s t a t u s = so lve fo rU ( e n t i t y i n f o , s o l v e r i n f o ,
probleminfo ) ; /∗ s o l v e f o r U, matrix o f s core s ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error s o l v i n g f o r U\n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
/∗ s o l v e f o r V, r o t a t i on matrix ∗/
s t a t u s = so lve fo rV ( e n t i t y i n f o , s o l v e r i n f o ,
probleminfo ) ; /∗ s o l v e f o r V, r o t a t i on matrix ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error s o l v i n g f o r V\n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
s t a t u s = normal ize ( e n t i t y i n f o , probleminfo ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” Error normal i z ing \n” ) ;
return 1 ;
}
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” probleminfo−> i t e r %d\n” , probleminfo
−> i t e r ) ;
−−probleminfo−> i t e r ;
}
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”number o f i t e r a t i o n s : %d\n” ,
probleminfo−> i t e r ) ;
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return 0 ;
} /∗end so l veprob l em ∗/
int setupCLPforL1Pca (SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o ) {
s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU=Clp newModel ( ) ;
s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV=Clp newModel ( ) ;
Clp setLogLeve l ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU , 0) ;
Clp setLogLeve l ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV , 0) ;
return 0 ;
} /∗ end setupCLP ∗/
/∗ i n t i n i t i a l i z e V (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
PROBLEMINFOptr prob lemin fo ) {
i n t j = prob leminfo−>j ;
i n t k = prob leminfo−>k ;
i n t q = prob leminfo−>q ;
i n t numat t r i bu te s = en t i t y i n f o−>numat t r i bu te s ; ∗/
/∗ i n i t i a l i z e V to a random matrix ; another opt ion
would be SVD ∗/
/∗ f o r ( k = 0; k < numat t r i bu te s ; ++k ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < q ; ++j ) {
prob leminfo−>V[ numat t r i bu te s ∗ j+k ] = mrand (1) ;
}
}∗/
/∗ f o r ( k=0; k<q ; ++k ){
prob leminfo−>sigma [ k ] = 1 . 0 ;
}∗/
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”\n”) ;
re turn 0 ;
}∗/ /∗ end i n t i a l i z e V ∗/
int so lve fo rU (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) {
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
int numcols = probleminfo−>numcols ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int k = probleminfo−>k ;
int q = probleminfo−>q ;
double ∗ obj = probleminfo−>obj ;
double ∗ lb = probleminfo−>lb ;
double ∗ub = probleminfo−>ub ;
int rcnt = probleminfo−>rcnt ;
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int nzcnt = probleminfo−>nzcnt ;
double ∗ rhsL = probleminfo−>rhsL ;
double ∗rhsU = probleminfo−>rhsU ;
int ∗matind = probleminfo−>matind ;
double ∗matval = probleminfo−>matval ;
int ∗matbeg = probleminfo−>matbeg ;
int ∗xinda = probleminfo−>xinda ;
int ∗xindb = probleminfo−>xindb ;
double ∗ in i tV = probleminfo−>in i tV ;
double ∗V = probleminfo−>V;
int s o l s t a t = probleminfo−>s o l s t a t ;
int ∗uind = probleminfo−>uind ;
const double ∗Usol ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
double temp = 0 . 0 ;
double temp1 = 0 . 0 ;
/∗ add rows ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
rcnt = 0 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
xinda [ j ] = rcnt ;
rhsL [ rcnt ] = −(COIN DBL MAX) ;
rhsU [ rcnt ] = po in t s [ i ∗numattr ibutes + j ] ;
++rcnt ;
rhsL [ rcnt ] = po in t s [ i ∗numattr ibutes + j ] ;
rhsU [ rcnt ] = (COIN DBL MAX) ;
xindb [ j ] = rcnt ;
++rcnt ;
}
nzcnt = 0 ;
numcols = 0 ;
/∗ add u i v a r i a b l e s ∗/
for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
obj [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
lb [ numcols ] = −(COIN DBL MAX) ;
ub [ numcols ] = COIN DBL MAX;
uind [ k ] = numcols ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
matind [ nzcnt ] = xinda [ j ] ;
i f ( probleminfo−> i t e r != probleminfo−>i t e r a t i o n s ) {
matval [ nzcnt ] = V[ numattr ibutes ∗k +j ] ;
++nzcnt ;
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matind [ nzcnt ] = xindb [ j ] ;
matval [ nzcnt ] = V[ numattr ibutes ∗k +j ] ;
}
else {
matval [ nzcnt ] = in i tV [ numattr ibutes ∗k +j ] ;
++nzcnt ;
matind [ nzcnt ] = xindb [ j ] ;
matval [ nzcnt ] = in i tV [ numattr ibutes ∗k +j ] ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tdout , ” in i tV [%d ] %f \n” ,
numat t r i bu te s ∗k+j , V[ numat t r i bu te s ∗k+j ] ) ; ∗/
}
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”V in so l v e f o rU %f \n” , V[





/∗ add d e l t a j ’ s ∗/
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
obj [ numcols ] = 1 . 0 ;
lb [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
ub [ numcols ] = COIN DBL MAX;
matind [ nzcnt ] = xinda [ j ] ;
matval [ nzcnt ] = −1.0;
++nzcnt ;
matind [ nzcnt ] = xindb [ j ] ;




matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
Clp loadProblem ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU , numcols , rcnt ,
matbeg , matind , matval , lb , ub , obj , rhsL , rhsU ) ;
s t a t u s = Clp dual ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU , 0) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {




s o l s t a t=Clp s ta tu s ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU ) ;
i f ( s o l s t a t != 0) {
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f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” s o l s t a t %d\n” , s o l s t a t ) ;
return 1 ;
}
/∗ o b j v a l = Clp getObjValue ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU) ;
f p r i n t f ( s tdout , ” ob j v a l in U %f \n” , o b j v a l ) ; ∗/
Usol = Clp getCo lSo lut ion ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelU ) ;
for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
probleminfo−>Utemp [ k∗ nument i t i e s+i ] = Usol [ uind [ k
] ] ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”SolU i %d k %d U %f \n” , i , k ,
prob leminfo−>Utemp [ k∗ nument i t i e s + i ] ) ; ∗/
}
}
for ( i =0; i< nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j =0; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
temp = 0 . 0 ;
for ( k=0;k < q ; ++k ) {
temp += (V[ numattr ibutes ∗k + j ]∗ probleminfo−>
Utemp [ k∗ nument i t i e s+i ] ) ;
}
temp1 += fabs ( po in t s [ i ∗numattr ibutes+j ]−temp ) ;
}
}
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” obj va l in U %f \n” , temp1 ) ;
return 0 ;
} /∗ end so l v e fo rU ∗/
int so lve fo rV (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) {
int s t a t u s = probleminfo−>s t a t u s ;
int numcols = probleminfo−>numcols ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int k = probleminfo−>k ;
int q = probleminfo−>q ;
double ∗ obj = probleminfo−>obj ;
double ∗ lb = probleminfo−>lb ;
double ∗ub = probleminfo−>ub ;
int rcnt = probleminfo−>rcnt ;
int nzcnt = probleminfo−>nzcnt ;
double ∗ rhsL = probleminfo−>rhsL ;
double ∗rhsU = probleminfo−>rhsU ;
int ∗matind = probleminfo−>matind ;
double ∗matval = probleminfo−>matval ;
int ∗matbeg = probleminfo−>matbeg ;
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int ∗∗ rowind = probleminfo−>rowind ;
double ∗U = probleminfo−>U;
int s o l s t a t = probleminfo−>s o l s t a t ;
int ∗∗ vind = probleminfo−>vind ;
const double ∗Vsol ;
double ∗Utemp = probleminfo−>Utemp ;
double ∗ po in t s = e n t i t y i n f o−>po in t s ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int i t e r = probleminfo−> i t e r ;
int i t e r a t i o n s = probleminfo−>i t e r a t i o n s ;
double ob jva l = 0 .0 ;
/∗ add rows ∗/
rcnt = 0 ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
rowind [ i ] [ j ] = rcnt ;
rhsL [ rcnt ] = 0.0− po in t s [ i ∗numattr ibutes + j ] ;




nzcnt = 0 ;
numcols = 0 ;
/∗ add lambda v a r i a b l e s ∗/
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
obj [ numcols ] = 1 . 0 ;
lb [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
ub [ numcols ] = COIN DBL MAX;
matind [ nzcnt ] = rowind [ i ] [ j ] ;
matval [ nzcnt ] = 1 . 0 ;
++nzcnt ;
++numcols ;
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
obj [ numcols ] = 1 . 0 ;
lb [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
ub [ numcols ] = COIN DBL MAX;
matind [ nzcnt ] = rowind [ i ] [ j ] ;





/∗ add V v a r i a b l e s ∗/
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for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
vind [ j ] [ k ] = numcols ;
lb [ numcols ] = −(COIN DBL MAX) ;
ub [ numcols ] = COIN DBL MAX;
obj [ numcols ] = 0 . 0 ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
matind [ nzcnt ] = rowind [ i ] [ j ] ;
matval [ nzcnt ] = 0.0−Utemp [ k∗ nument i t i e s + i ] ;
/∗ i f ( i t e r != i t e r a t i o n s ) {
matval [ nzcnt ] = 0.0−U[ k∗ nument i t i e s + i ] ;
}
e l s e {







matbeg [ numcols ] = nzcnt ;
Clp loadProblem ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV , numcols , rcnt ,
matbeg , matind , matval , lb , ub , obj , rhsL , rhsU ) ;
s t a t u s = Clp dual ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV , 0) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {




s o l s t a t=Clp s ta tu s ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV ) ;
i f ( s o l s t a t != 0) {
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” s o l s t a t %d\n” , s o l s t a t ) ;
return 1 ;
}
ob jva l = Clp getObjValue ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV ) ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” obj va l f o r V %f \n” , ob jva l ) ;
Vsol = Clp getCo lSo lut ion ( s o l v e r i n f o−>modelV ) ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
probleminfo−>Vtemp [ numattr ibutes ∗k+j ] = Vsol [ vind [ j





} /∗ end so l v e fo rV ∗/
int normal ize (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr
probleminfo ) {
double ∗nv = probleminfo−>nv ;
/∗ doub le ∗nu = prob leminfo−>nu ;
doub le ∗ sigma = prob leminfo−>sigma ; ∗/
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
int k = probleminfo−>k ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
double u d i f f = probleminfo−>u d i f f ;
int i t e r = probleminfo−> i t e r ;
int i t e r a t i o n s = probleminfo−>i t e r a t i o n s ;
double v d i f f = probleminfo−>v d i f f ;
double ∗Vtemp = probleminfo−>Vtemp ;
double ∗Utemp = probleminfo−>Utemp ;
int q = probleminfo−>q ;
double temp2 = 0 . 0 ;
double ob jva l = 0 . 0 ;
for ( i =0; i < q ; ++i ) {/∗ c a l c u l a t e nv and nu∗/
nv [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
for ( j =0; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
nv [ i ] += Vtemp [ i ∗numattr ibutes+j ] ∗ Vtemp [ i ∗
numattr ibutes+j ] ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”nv[%d ] %f \n” , i , nv [ i ] ) ; ∗/
}
/∗nu [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
f o r ( j =0; j < nument i t i e s ; ++j ){
nu [ i ] += Utemp [ i ∗ nument i t i e s+j ] ∗ Utemp [ i ∗
nument i t i e s+j ] ;
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”nu[%d ] %f \n” , i , nu [ i ] ) ;
}
sigma [ i ] = nv [ i ] ∗ sigma [ i ] ∗ nu [ i ] ;
f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”sigma[%d ] %f \n” , i , sigma [ i ] ) ; ∗/
}
for ( i =0; i < q ; ++i ) {
for ( j =0; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
i f ( nv [ i ] > (EPSILON) ) {
Vtemp [ i ∗numattr ibutes+j ] = Vtemp [ i ∗numattr ibutes+
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j ] ∗ (1/ s q r t ( nv [ i ] ) ) ;
}
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ” i %d j %d V %f \n” , i , j ,
prob leminfo−>Vtemp [ i ∗ numat t r i bu te s + j ] ) ; ∗/
/∗ prob leminfo−>Vtemp [ i ∗ numat t r i bu te s + j ] =
prob leminfo−>Vtemp [ i ∗ numat t r i bu te s + j ] ∗ s q r t
( sigma [ i ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”VSigma i %d j %d V %f \n” , i , j ,
prob leminfo−>Vtemp [ i ∗ numat t r i bu te s + j ] ) ; ∗/
}
/∗ c a l c u l a t i n g maxd i f f e rence a f t e r V∗/
v d i f f = 0 . 0 ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
v d i f f = fabs (Vtemp [ numattr ibutes ∗k+j ] −
probleminfo−>V[ numattr ibutes ∗k+j ] ) ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ” v d i f f %f \n” , v d i f f ) ; ∗/
i f ( v d i f f > probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence ) {
probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence = v d i f f ;
}
probleminfo−>V[ numattr ibutes ∗k+j ] = Vtemp [
numattr ibutes ∗k+j ] ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ” normal ized V[%d ] %f \n” ,
numat t r i bu te s ∗k+j , prob leminfo−>V[ numat t r i bu te s ∗
k+j ] ) ; ∗/
}
}
/∗ f o r ( j = 0 ; j < nument i t i e s ; ++j ){
prob leminfo−>Utemp [ i ∗ nument i t i e s + j ] = Utemp [ i ∗
nument i t i e s + j ] ∗ (1/nu [ i ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ” i %d j %d U %f \n” , i , j ,
prob leminfo−>Utemp [ i ∗ nument i t i e s + j ] ) ;
prob leminfo−>Utemp [ i ∗ nument i t i e s + j ] =
prob leminfo−>Utemp [ i ∗ nument i t i e s + j ] ∗ s q r t (
sigma [ i ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ”USigma i %d j %d U %f \n” , i , j ,
prob leminfo−>Utemp [ i ∗ nument i t i e s + j ] ) ;
}∗/
}
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” maxdi f f a f t e r normal i z ing V %f \n” ,
probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence ) ;
/∗ c a l c u l a t i n g mxd i f f e rence a f t e r U∗/
u d i f f = 0 . 0 ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
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for ( k = 0 ; k < q ; ++k ) {
i f ( i t e r != i t e r a t i o n s ) {
u d i f f = fabs (Utemp [ k∗ nument i t i e s+i ] − probleminfo
−>U[ k∗ nument i t i e s+i ] ) ;
i f ( u d i f f > probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence ) {
probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence = u d i f f ;
}
}
probleminfo−>U[ k∗ nument i t i e s+i ] = Utemp [ k∗
nument i t i e s+i ] ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tder r , ” i %d k %d U %f \n” , i , k ,
prob leminfo−>U[ k∗ nument i t i e s + i ] ) ; ∗/
}
}
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” maxdi f f a f t e r normal i z ing U %f \n” ,
probleminfo−>maxdi f f e r ence ) ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ” normal ized \n”) ; ∗/
for ( i =0; i< nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
for ( j =0; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {
temp2 = 0 . 0 ;
for ( k=0;k < q ; ++k ) {
temp2 += ( probleminfo−>V[ numattr ibutes ∗k + j ]∗
probleminfo−>U[ k∗ nument i t i e s+i ] ) ;
}




f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” f i n a l obj %f \n” , ob jva l ) ;
return 0 ;
}
int dgesvd1 (char jobu , char jobvt , int m, int n , double
∗A, int lda , double ∗S , double ∗U, int ldu , double ∗VT
, int ldvt , double ∗work , int lwork ) { /∗ SVD ∗/
extern void dgesvd ( const char ∗ jobup , const char ∗
jobvtp , const int ∗mp, const int ∗np , double ∗A, int
∗ ldap , double ∗S , double ∗U, const int ∗ ldup ,
double ∗VT, int ∗ ldvtp , double ∗work , int ∗ lworkp ,
int ∗ i n f op ) ;
int i n f o ;
dgesvd (&jobu , &jobvt , &m, &n , A, &lda , S , U, &ldu , VT
, &ldvt , work , &lwork , &i n f o ) ;
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return i n f o ;
} /∗ end dgesvd , SVD ∗/
src/l1pca R.c
#include <s t d l i b . h>
#include <s t d i o . h>
#include <s t r i n g . h>
#include ” type . h”
int allocateMemory2 (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
int solveL1Pca (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o , SOLVERINFOptr
s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo ) ;
/∗ i n t solvePcaL1 ( IOINFOptr i o in f o , ENTITYINFOptr
e n t i t y i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr prob lmein fo ) ; ∗/
stat ic void
f r e e a n d n u l l (char ∗∗ ptr ) ;
void l 1pca (double ∗points , int ∗dataDim , int ∗q , double
∗ to l e rance , int ∗ i t e r a t i o n s , double ∗ in itV , int ∗
getScores , double ∗PCs , double ∗ Scores )
{
ENTITYINFO e n t i t y i n f o ;
SOLVERINFO s o l v e r i n f o ;
PROBLEMINFO probleminfo ;
int s t a t u s = probleminfo . s t a t u s ;
int i = probleminfo . i ;
s t a t u s = 0 ;
e n t i t y i n f o . po in t s = po in t s ;
e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s = dataDim [ 1 ] ;
e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes= dataDim [ 0 ] ;
s o l v e r i n f o . modelU = NULL;
s o l v e r i n f o . modelV = NULL;
probleminfo . q = ∗q ;
probleminfo . in i tV = in i tV ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ” in i tV %p probleminfo . in i tV %p\n” ,
initV , probleminfo . in i tV ) ;
probleminfo . g e tSco r e s = ∗ ge tSco r e s ;
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probleminfo . t o l e r a n c e = ∗ t o l e r a n c e ;
probleminfo . i t e r a t i o n s = ∗ i t e r a t i o n s ;
probleminfo . rhsL = NULL;
probleminfo . rhsU = NULL;
probleminfo . matbeg = NULL;
probleminfo . matval = NULL;
probleminfo . matind = NULL;
probleminfo . obj = NULL;
probleminfo . ub = NULL;
probleminfo . lb = NULL;
probleminfo . colname = NULL;
probleminfo . nu = NULL;
probleminfo . nv = NULL;
/∗ prob lemin fo . sigma = NULL; ∗/
probleminfo . Vtemp = NULL;
probleminfo . Utemp = NULL;
probleminfo . rowind = NULL;
probleminfo . xinda = NULL;
probleminfo . xindb = NULL;
probleminfo . vind = NULL;
/∗ prob lemin fo . Vsol = NULL;
prob lemin fo . Usol = NULL; ∗/
probleminfo .V = PCs ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tdout , ”V %p PCs %p \n” , prob lemin fo .V, PCs)
; ∗/
probleminfo .U = Scores ;
/∗ f p r i n t f ( s tdout , ”U %p Scores %p \n” , prob lemin fo .U,
Scores ) ; ∗/
s t a t u s = allocateMemory2 (& e n t i t y i n f o , &s o l v e r i n f o , &
probleminfo ) ; /∗ at the end o f t h i s f i l e ∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Unable to a l l o c a t e memory\n” ) ;
goto TERMINATE;
}
s t a t u s = solveL1Pca (& e n t i t y i n f o , &s o l v e r i n f o , &
probleminfo ) ; /∗ in so l veprob l em . c∗/
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Unable to s o l v e . Terminating . . . ;





f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . rhsL ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . rhsU ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . matbeg ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . matval ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . matind ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . obj ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . lb ) ;
f p r i n t f ( stdout , ”colname f r e e d \n” ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . ub ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < 2∗ e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s ∗ e n t i t y i n f o .
numattr ibutes + e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes ∗ probleminfo
. q ; ++i ) {
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . colname [ i ] ) ;
}
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . colname ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . nu ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . nv ) ;
/∗ f r e e a n d nu l l ( ( char ∗∗) &prob lemin fo . sigma ) ; ∗/
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . Vtemp) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . uind ) ;
/∗ f r e e a n d nu l l ( ( char ∗∗) &prob lemin fo . Vsol ) ; ∗/
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . Utemp) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < e n t i t y i n f o . nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . rowind [ i ] ) ;
}
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . rowind ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . xinda ) ;
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . xindb ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < e n t i t y i n f o . numattr ibutes ; ++i ) {
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . vind [ i ] ) ;
}
f r e e a n d n u l l ( ( char ∗∗) &probleminfo . vind ) ;
i f ( s o l v e r i n f o . modelU != NULL ) {
Clp deleteModel ( s o l v e r i n f o . modelU ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Clp d e l e t e f a i l e d , e r r o r code %d
.\n” , s t a t u s ) ;
}
}
i f ( s o l v e r i n f o . modelV != NULL ) {
Clp deleteModel ( s o l v e r i n f o . modelV ) ;
i f ( s t a t u s ) {
f p r i n t f ( s tde r r , ”Clp d e l e t e f a i l e d , e r r o r code %d




/∗ f r e e a n d nu l l ( ( char ∗∗) &prob lemin fo . Usol ) ; ∗/
/∗ re turn ( s t a t u s ) ; ∗/
}
stat ic void
f r e e a n d n u l l (char ∗∗ ptr )
{
i f ( ∗ptr != NULL ) {
f r e e (∗ ptr ) ;
∗ptr = NULL;
}
} /∗ END f r e e a n d nu l l ∗/
int allocateMemory2 (ENTITYINFOptr e n t i t y i n f o ,
SOLVERINFOptr s o l v e r i n f o , PROBLEMINFOptr probleminfo )
{
int nument i t i e s = e n t i t y i n f o−>nument i t i e s ;
int numattr ibutes = e n t i t y i n f o−>numattr ibutes ;
int numcols = probleminfo−>numcols ;
int q = probleminfo−>q ;
int rcnt = probleminfo−>rcnt ;
int nzcnt = probleminfo−>nzcnt ;
int i = probleminfo−>i ;
int j = probleminfo−>j ;
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r columns ∗/
numcols = 2∗ nument i t i e s ∗numattr ibutes + numattr ibutes ∗q
; /∗ number o f columns when s o l v i n g f o r V ∗/
probleminfo−>obj = (double ∗) mal loc ( numcols ∗
s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>lb = (double ∗) mal loc ( numcols ∗
s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>ub = (double ∗) mal loc ( numcols ∗
s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>colname = (char ∗∗) mal loc ( numcols ∗
s izeof (char ∗) ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < numcols ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>colname [ i ] = (char ∗) mal loc (20 ∗
s izeof (char ) ) ;
}
/∗ a l l o c a t e memory f o r c on s t r a i n t s ∗/
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rcnt = nument i t i e s ∗numattr ibutes ; /∗ number o f rows
when s o l v i n g f o r V ∗/
nzcnt = 2∗ nument i t i e s ∗numattr ibutes + nument i t i e s ∗
numattr ibutes ∗q ; /∗ number o f non−z e ros when s o v l i n g
f o r V ∗/
probleminfo−>rhsL = (double ∗) mal loc ( rcnt ∗ s izeof
(double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>rhsU = (double ∗) mal loc ( rcnt ∗ s izeof
(double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>xinda = ( int ∗) mal loc ( rcnt ∗ s izeof (
int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>xindb = ( int ∗) mal loc ( rcnt ∗ s izeof (
int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>matbeg = ( int ∗) mal loc ( ( numcols+1) ∗
s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>matind = ( int ∗) mal loc ( nzcnt ∗ s izeof
( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>matval = (double ∗) mal loc ( nzcnt ∗ s izeof
(double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>uind = ( int ∗) mal loc ( q∗ s izeof ( int ) ) ;
probleminfo−>Vtemp = (double ∗) mal loc ( numattr ibutes ∗q
∗ s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>Utemp = (double ∗) mal loc ( nument i t i e s ∗q∗
s izeof (double ) ) ;
probleminfo−>nu = (double ∗) mal loc ( q∗ s izeof (double
) ) ;
probleminfo−>nv = (double ∗) mal loc ( q∗ s izeof (double
) ) ;
/∗ prob leminfo−>sigma = ( doub le ∗) mal loc ( q∗ s i z e o f (
doub le ) ) ; ∗/
probleminfo−>rowind = ( int ∗∗) mal loc ( nument i t i e s ∗
s izeof ( int ∗) ) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < nument i t i e s ; ++i ) {
probleminfo−>rowind [ i ] = ( int ∗) mal loc ( numattr ibutes
∗ s izeof ( int ) ) ;
}
probleminfo−>vind = ( int ∗∗) mal loc ( numattr ibutes ∗
s izeof ( int ∗) ) ;
for ( j = 0 ; j < numattr ibutes ; ++j ) {










pca l1 <− function (X, projDim = 1 , c ente r=FALSE, s co r e =
FALSE , d i spers ionExp = FALSE)
{
i f ( class (X) != ” matrix ” )
{
i f ( class (X) == ” data . frame” )
X <− as .matrix (X)
else
X <− matrix (X, ncol = 1)
}
i f ( c en t e r ) {
mymedian <− apply (X, 2 , median)
myMedMat <− matrix ( rep (mymedian , nrow(X) ) , ncol =
ncol (X) , byrow=TRUE)
X <− X−myMedMat
}
A <− t (X)
X <− X[ apply (abs (X) ,1 ,sum) > 0 , ] # ge t r i d o f o r i g i n
po in t s f o r a l gor i thm
X <− t (X)
pcLen <− projDim ∗ (nrow(X) )
s o l <− .C( ”PcaL1 R” , as . double (X) , as . integer (dim(X) ) ,
as . integer ( projDim ) , PCs = double ( pcLen ) , PACKAGE=”
PCA3” )
PCS <− s o l [ [ ”PCs” ] ]
dim(PCS) <− c (nrow(X) , projDim )
f i n a l <− l i s t (PCs =PCS)
SCORE = t (A) %∗% PCS
i f ( s co r e ) {
f i n a l [ ” Score ” ] <− l i s t ( Score = SCORE)
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}
i f ( d i spers ionExp ) {
PropVar = double ( projDim )
TotalVar <− sum(apply ( t (A) , 2 ,abs ) )
Scorevar <− (apply (abs (SCORE) ,2 ,sum) )
PropVar <− Scorevar/TotalVar
f i n a l [ ” PropL1Dispers ion ” ] <− l i s t ( PropL1Dispers ion =
PropVar )
}




l 1 p c a s t a r <− function (X, projDim = 1 , c ente r=FALSE,
getScore = FALSE, ge tPro jPo int s =FALSE, d i spers ionExp
= FALSE)
{
i f ( class (X) != ” matrix ” )
{
i f ( class (X) == ” data . frame” )
X <− as .matrix (X)
else
X <− matrix (X, ncol = 1)
}
i f ( c en t e r ) {
mymedian <− apply (X, 2 , median)
myMedMat <− matrix ( rep (mymedian , nrow(X) ) , ncol =





scoreLength <− projDim ∗ ncol (X)
projLength <− nrow(X) ∗ ncol (X)
r e s <− .C ( ” l1pcaStar ” , as . double (X) , as . integer (dim(X)
) , as . integer ( projDim ) , as . integer ( ge tScore ) , as .
integer ( ge tPro jPo int s ) , pcs = double ( pcLen ) , Scores
= double ( scoreLength ) , Pro jPo ints = double (
projLength ) )
f i n a l <− new . env ( )
#f i n a l $PCs <− matrix ( res [ [ ” pcs ” ] ] , nco l=projDim , byrow=
TRUE)
tempPC <− matrix ( r e s [ [ ” pcs ” ] ] , ncol=nrow(X) , byrow=TRUE
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)
tempPC <− tempPC [ , 1 : projDim ]
f i n a l $PCs <− tempPC
#dim( f i n a l $PCs) <− c (dim(X) [ 1 ] , dim(X) [ 1 ] )
MatScores <−matrix ( r e s [ [ ” Scores ” ] ] , ncol=projDim , byrow
=TRUE)
i f ( ge tScore )
{
f i n a l $Scores <− MatScores
}
i f ( ge tPro jPo int s )
{
f i n a l $ProjPo ints <−r e s [ [ ” Pro jPo ints ” ] ]
dim( f i n a l $ProjPo ints ) <− dim( t (X) )
}
i f ( d i spers ionExp )
{
PropDisp = double ( projDim )
TVar <− sum(apply ( t (X) , 2 , abs ) )
print (TVar)
ScoreVar <− (apply (abs ( MatScores ) ,2 ,sum) )
print ( ScoreVar )
PropDisp <− ScoreVar/TVar
f i n a l $PropL1Dispers ion <− PropDisp
}




l1pca <− function (X, projdim =1, c ente r=TRUE, t o l e r a n c e
= 0 .0001 , i t e r a t i o n s = 10 , ge tScore =TRUE,
getPro jPo int s = TRUE, di spers ionExp= TRUE)
{
i f ( class (X) != ” matrix ” )
{
i f ( class (X) == ” data . frame” )
X <− as .matrix (X)
else
X <− matrix (X, ncol = 1)
}
i f ( c en t e r ) {
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mymedian <− apply (X, 2 , median)
myMedMat <− matrix ( rep (mymedian , nrow(X) ) , ncol =
ncol (X) , byrow=TRUE)
X <− X−myMedMat
}
mypca <− prcomp (X, re tx=TRUE)
InitV <− mypca$ r o t a t i o n [ , 1 : projdim ]
#pr in t ( Ini tV )
X <− t (X)
pcLength <− projdim ∗ nrow(X)
scoreLength <− projdim ∗ ncol (X)
dataLength <− nrow(X) ∗ ncol (X)
s o l <− .C ( ” l1pca ” , as . double (X) , as . integer (dim(X) ) ,
as . integer ( projdim ) , as . double ( t o l e r a n c e ) , as .
integer ( i t e r a t i o n s ) , as . double ( InitV ) , as . integer (
ge tScore ) , pcs = double ( pcLength ) , Scores = double (
scoreLength ) , PACKAGE=”pcaL1” )
s o l u t i o n <− new . env ( )
s o l u t i o n$PC <− matrix ( s o l [ [ ” pcs ” ] ] , ncol=projdim , byrow
=TRUE)
#dim( s o l u t i o n$PC) <− c (dim(X) [ 1 ] , projdim )
ScoreMatrix <− matrix ( s o l [ [ ” Scores ” ] ] , ncol=projdim ,
byrow = FALSE)
#dim( s o l u t i o n$Scores )=c (dim(X) [ 2 ] , projdim )
i f ( ge tScore ) {
s o l u t i o n$Scores <− ScoreMatrix
}
i f ( ge tPro jPo int s ) {
Pro jec tedPo int s <− t ( ( s o l u t i o n$PC) %∗% t ( s o l u t i o n$PC)
%∗% X)
s o l u t i o n$Pro jec tedPo int s <− Pro jec tedPo int s
}
i f ( d i spers ionExp ) {
PropDisp <− double ( projdim )
TotalVariance <− sum(apply ( t (X) , 2 , abs ) )
#pr in t ( TotalVariance )
ScoreVar iance <− (apply (abs ( ScoreMatrix ) , 2 , sum) )
#pr in t ( ScoreVariance )
PropDisp <− ScoreVar iance/TotalVariance
s o l u t i o n$PropL1Dispers ion <− PropDisp
}
so <− sort ( s o l u t i o n$PropL1Dispersion , dec r ea s ing=TRUE,
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index . return=TRUE)
s o l u t i o n$Scores <− s o l u t i o n$Scores [ , so$ i x ]
s o l u t i o n$PC <− s o l u t i o n$PC[ , so$ i x ]
s o l u t i o n$PropL1Dispers ion <− sort ( s o l u t i o n$
PropL1Dispersion , de c r ea s ing=TRUE)
as . l i s t ( s o l u t i o n )
}
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\ a l ias {PcaL1Kwak}
\ t i t l e { Implementation o f Algorithm PCA−L1}
\description{
Performs the p r i n c i p a l component a n a l y s i s us ing
a lgor i thm PCA−L1 , proposed by Kwak .
}
\usage {
PcaL1Kwak(X, projDim=1, c ente r=FALSE, s co r e=TRUE,
d i spers ionExp=FALSE)
}
\arguments{
\ item{X}{data , must be in \ code{matrix} or table form}
\ item{projDim}{number o f p r o j e c t i o n s to p r o j e c t data
into , must be an integer , default i s 1 .}
\ item{ cente r }{whether to cente r the data us ing Median ,
default i s FALSE}
\ item{ s co r e }{whether to return a Scores matrix , default
i s FALSE}
\ item{ dispers ionExp }{whether to return L1 d i s p e r s i o n
exp la ined for each component , default i s FALSE}
}
\ examples{
##for data matrix ‘ ‘mat” , p r o j e c t s data in t o 1 dimension .
mypcal1 <− PcaL1Kwak(mat)
##pro j e c t s cen tered data in to 2 dimensions .







\ a l ias {L1PcaStar}
\ t i t l e { Implementation o f L1−PCA\eqn{ l a t e x }{ˆ∗}}
\description{Performs the p r i n c i p a l component a n a l y s i s
us ing a lgor i thm L1−PCA\eqn{ l a t e x }{ˆ∗} proposed by
Brooks et . a l .}
\usage {
L1PcaStar (X, projDim=1, c ente r=FALSE, getScore=FALSE,
ge tPro jPo int s=FALSE, d i spers ionExp=FALSE)
}
\arguments{
\ item{X}{data , must be in \ code{matrix} or table form}
\ item{projDim}{number o f p r o j e c t i o n s to p r o j e c t data
into , must be an integer , default i s 1 .}
\ item{ cente r }{whether to cente r the data us ing Median ,
default i s FALSE}
\ item{ getScore }{whether to return a Scores matrix ,
default i s FALSE}
\ item{ getPro jPo int s }{whether to c a l c u l a t e the p ro j e c t ed
points ( r e c o n s t r u c t i o n ) , default i s FALSE}
\ item{ dispers ionExp }{whether to return L1 d i s p e r s i o n
exp la ined for each component , default i s FALSE}
}
\ examples{
##for data matrix ‘ ‘mat” , p r o j e c t s data in t o 1 dimension .
myl1pcastar <− L1PcaStar (mat)
##pro j e c t s cen tered data in to 2 dimensions .
myl1pcastar <− L1PcaStar (mat , projDim=2, c ente r=TRUE)
}
\ r e f e r e n c e s {
Brooks J .P, Dula J . , and Boone E (2010) \emph{A Pure L1





\ a l ias {L1Pca}
\ t i t l e { Implementation o f L1−PCA}
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\description{Performs the p r i n c i p a l component a n a l y s i s
us ing a lgor i thm L1−PCA proposed by Ke and Kanade}
\usage {
L1Pca (X, projdim =1, c ente r=FALSE, t o l e r a n c e =0.0001 ,
i t e r a t i o n s =10, ge tScore=FALSE, ge tPro jPo int s=FALSE,
d i spers ionExp=FALSE)
}
\arguments{
\ item{X}{data , must be in \ code{matrix} or table form}
\ item{projDim}{number o f p r o j e c t i o n s to p r o j e c t data
into , must be an integer , default i s 1 .}
\ item{ cente r }{whether to cente r the data us ing Median ,
default i s FALSE}
\ item{ t o l e r a n c e }{ s e t s the convergence t o l e r a n c e for the
algor ithm , default i s 0.0001}
\ item{ i t e r a t i o n s }{ s e t s the number o f i t e r a t i o n s to run
be f o r e r e tu rn ing the r e s u l t , default i s 10}
\ item{ getScore }{whether to return a Scores matrix ,
default i s FALSE}
\ item{ getPro jPo int s }{whether to c a l c u l a t e the p ro j e c t ed
points ( r e c o n s t r u c t i o n ) , default i s FALSE}
\ item{ dispers ionExp }{whether to return L1 d i s p e r s i o n
exp la ined for each component , default i s FALSE}
}
\ examples{
##for data matrix ‘ ‘mat” , p r o j e c t s data in t o 1 dimension .
myl1pca <− L1Pca (mat)
##pro j e c t s cen tered data in to 2 dimensions .
myl1pca <− L1Pca (mat , projDim=2, c ente r=TRUE, t o l e r a n c e
=0.00001 , i t e r a t i o n s =20)
}
\ r e f e r e n c e s {
Kanade T. and Ke Q. (2005) \emph{Robust L1 Norm
F a c t o r i z a t i o n in the Presence o f O u t l i e r s and
Miss ing Data by Al t e rna t i v e Convex Programming }
}
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